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PART I:- INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER ONE
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Small towns development program has been indicated as one of the major activities in one of the
five pillars of urban development agenda of Plan For Accelerated and Sustained Development to
End Poverty (PASDEP) i.e. in pillar five (strengthening of rural-urban and urban-urban linkages). It
is also worth mentioning that small towns development project was one of the three projects in the
urban planning improvement sub-program of the Urban Good Governance Package. At a federal
level, within the urban planning improvement sub-program, the small towns development project
embraces the following broader activities:
 Preparation of concept paper/inception report on small towns development program;
 Preparation of basic maps by the help of remote sensing in the form of a pilot test;
 Preparation of basic maps for 600 small towns by the use of remote sensing technology;
 Compilation of information on basic social, economic and other related data on small
towns and their hinterland;
 Preparation of basic plans for 600 small towns; and,
 Implementation of basic plans and infrastructure development plans.

In line with the above activities, the concept paper on small towns development program has been
prepared and various awareness raising programs have been conducted. In addition to this, about
483 plans (basic plans and other types of urban plans) have been prepared by various bodies
mainly by the regions own capacity. The preparation of base maps by the help of remote sensing in
the form of a pilot test has been in the verge of completion while the preparation of base maps for
150 small towns is in the pipeline.
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Basic plan is one type of urban plan which can be embraced within the framework of structure plan
and it is contemplated that basic plans should be incorporated in the regulation that will be
issued/prepared at a federal level as part of easing implementation of Proclamation No. 574/2008
i.e. “Urban Planning Proclamation”.
Basic plan is supposed to be a 10 years structure plan which focuses on major spatial and
infrastructure components while due attention is also paid to environmental, social and economic
issues. At the same time, from the point of view of the size of small towns, it is intended to be
implementation oriented. Generally speaking, such type of plans would give a general framework
for towns at an earlier stage and serves as a basis for other types of plans to be prepared in the
future. The preparation and implementation of Basic Plan is not as such new and hence, Setagaya,
a city in Japan is worth mentioning though it is not clear whether it has been supported by maps or
not. 1

1.2 Definition of Small Towns
In the context of small towns development program, the definition of small towns constitute towns
below 20,000 population in that out of the 922 towns in the country, nearly 829 can be designated
as small towns. In this category, centers below 2000 population that are designated by the
competent authority as towns are incorporated (See table 1.1). It should be noted that different
countries use varying number of population to designate small towns. 2

1

The Setagaya city basic plan is a basic guideline for administration of the city government for the 10 years period as
of April 2005. In this respect five main goals have been targeted in the plan as well as “Lead Project”, with city
residents, business organizations and the administration joining forces work towards the goals. Two supplemental
three-year plans, namely, “Setagaya Implementation Plan” and the “Setagaya Administrative Management Reform
Plan” , starting from fiscal year 2005, to promote the 10 year measures mentioned in the basic plan.

2

In Scotland, Mexico, China, and Ghana for instance, small towns are towns with a population ranging between 1000
and 20,000; 10,000 to 25,000; upto 20,000; and between 5,000 and 50,000 respectively.

2

Table 1.1: Number of small towns along with their respective number of population
Ser.no

Region

No. of small Total No. of Population
towns

No. of towns below
2000 population

1

Afar

27

103,281

13

2

Amhara

187

1,019,837

34

3

Benishangul

12

41,773

3

4

Gambella

6

15,718

2

5

Oromyia

341

1,819,673

68

6

SNNPRS

134

614,748

30

7

Somali

55

339,737

10

8

Tigray

64

284,230

24

829

4,238,997

84

Total

Source:- Central Statistical Authority (1994 E.C.), Statistical Abstract, 2006, A.A.

1.3 Rationale and Opportunities for the Preparation of Urban Plans of Small
Towns
The rationale behind the preparation of basic plans for small towns in the country can be
pinpointed as follows:
 The presence of significant number of population in small towns and their respective
influence area - In 2006, small towns constitute 4,238,997(34.8%) of the total urban
population of the country (12,172,000);
 The role played by these towns to alleviate poverty;
 The involvement of large number of people in occupations pertaining to rural-urban
interaction;
 Provision of services and enhancement of income of the society;
 They contain immigrants that could otherwise migrate to larger towns; and,
 To realize food security programs.
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At a country level, the opportunities that could play a part in strengthening rural-urban linkage
and of course the development of small towns program are the presence of various institutions
that play a part in strengthening urban-rural linkage (infrastructure, training, credit, market,
research, etc.); the significance of various policies, strategies and programs in strengthening
urban-rural linkage; the access of farmers to land; the improvement and expansion of physical
infrastructure services; the establishment of various rural centers due to construction of roads,
large farms, large agro-industries, etc; cooperation and sharing of experiences among
Regions; and, the possibility of transforming of the settlement areas into meaningful
development corridors/centers along with other development endeavors of the government. It
should, however, be noted that there are various problems that need to be alleviated for the
smooth implementation of the small towns development program in general and basic plans in
particular.

1.4 Basic Principles
The basic principles are indicated in terms of both the realization of small towns development
program in general and the realization of the preparation of basic plans in particular. From the point
of view of the realization of small towns development program, the following basic principles are
forwarded:

 The developmental efforts of both urban and rural areas must be participatory;
 The need for integrated development in urban and rural areas;
 The need for integrated sectoral investments in urban and rural areas;
 Developmental programs in small towns must be based on local resources;
 Various intervention measures should take account of agro-ecological conditions,
economic, cultural and other aspects; and,
 The private sector should play a key role in small towns development program.
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On the other hand, the preparation of basic plans for small towns should take account of the
following basic principles:

 Participatory- The preparation of basic plans should ensure the involvement of various
stakeholders preferably by institutionalizing participation events. Participation can be
ensured through the involvement of various professionals in the respective urban areas,
through the involvement of the urban residents and neighboring peasant associations
particularly during data collection, concept plan preparation and overall presentation of the
plan.
 Maintain hierarchy of plans- The hierarchy of the plans should be maintained in such a
way that basic plans should respect and take account of plans at a higher level;
 Strategic orientation in that the plan should focus at alleviating major problems.
 The overall plan preparation, implementation and monitoring and evaluation should be
considered in a cyclic way and hence, the officials of respective town administrations
should coordinate and involve at the various stages of the planning process.
 The preparation of basic plans should be designed in such a way that sustained
development should be ensured among others by giving due attention to environmental
issues of a given town and its surrounding.
 The plans should consider long term Vision.
 Mixed use of various land use activities should be encouraged.
 The proposals envisaged in the basic plans should consider the economic and technical
capacity of the respective urban areas and their neighboring rural areas.
 Basic plans should be designed among others to integrate urban and neighboring rural
areas.
 The preparation of basic plans should be integrated with various sectoral programs.
 Basic plans should be flexible enough to accommodate unforeseen circumstances.

5

1.5 The Planning Process of Basic Plans
Basic Plan is a 10 year implementation oriented urban plan that constitutes both a document and
maps which among others incorporates basic development direction of small towns and major land
use activities.

The major planning processes of basic plan are the following:
 Preparatory phase;
 Base map preparation (This is not considered in this manual, hence, other arrangements
will be made for the training);
 Data collection and collation using rapid appraisal techniques- The data collected should
include historical, physical, environmental, infrastructure services, demographic issues,
social aspects, housing, economic, spatial and other related issues that are peculiar to the
study area.
 Data analysis, identification of planning issues and concept plan preparation- At this stage
it is worth noting to conduct public participation and conduct discussions with pertinent
government officials and other stakeholders;
 Preparation of basic plan and relevant documents;
 Approval;
 Monitoring and evaluation; and,
 Plan review.
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Figure 1.1 Urban Planning Process for basic urban plans
Preparatory phase
Review
Data collection
and collation
Monitoring and
evaluation

Implementation

Data analysis and
interpretation

Approval
Preparation of plan and
text report
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1.6 Purpose of the Manual
The manual is designed for professionals at Regional Works and Urban Development Bureaus,
Regional Urban Planning Institutes/Units, local/municipal level and the private sector to serve as a
day to day reference material while preparing basic plans in particular and help the preparation of
other types of plans in general. It can also serve as a useful tool for Regions or local governments
to follow-up various types of plans outsourced to the private sector. It is also designed to serve as
a training material by respective regions to municipalities.

1.7 Methodology
The preparation of the manual has been mainly conducted on the basis of the rich and long
standing experience of the Federal Urban Planning Coordinating Bureau (FUPCoB) in the
preparation of various types of urban plans, preparation of various checklists, and provision of
various training programs. An attempt has also been made to get lessons from the seven urban
planning manuals that had been commissioned by the Ministry of Works and Urban Development.
A series of discussions has also been made to improve the contents of the manual in the then
Ministry of Works and Urban Development in general and in the Federal Urban Planning
Coordinating Bureau (Now Urban Planning Work Process) in particular.

1.8 How to use the Manual
This manual is prepared in a user friendly manner so as to apply by a wide range of professionals in their
specific areas of study. An attempt has been made to incorporate various aspects that are usually
considered for other types of plans (for instance structure plans) while providing ‘optional’ items for variables
that are either irrelevant for the area of study or information on the required variable is not available. It is
recommended that flexibility should be maintained in employing this manual in various respects as there are
variations in population size, areal extent of urban areas, complexity of urban problems and hence, varying
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priorities of urban areas. We would also like to remind that an attempt should be made to refer to the
following four manuals that have been prepared by the Federal Urban Planning Coordinating Bureau while
preparing basic plans as some of the manuals are recommended to thoroughly look at them if it is deemed
necessary:
 Participation Manual for Urban Planning;
 Rural-Urban Linkage Manual;
 Urban Storm-Water Drainage Design manual; and
 Urban Expansion Area Selection Guideline.

1.9 Structure of the Manual
This manual is organized into two parts in that the first part of the manual deals with the
introduction while the second part deals with the procedural aspects of the manual. The procedural
manual consists of three phases (Preparatory Phase, Data Collection Phase and Data Analysis
and Interpretation Phase) while fourth phase i.e. Proposal of land use phase is indicated in Land
Use Plan Preparation. Tasks, activities and tips are discussed in each chapter. Each item/study of
the manual has its own questionnaire formats, data types and planning implications and
references.
The last chapter, which is Implementation, Approval, Monitoring and Evaluation, has different
phases from the remaining six chapters of the Procedural Manual.

9
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PART II:- PROCEDURAL MANUAL
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CHAPTER TWO
2. PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

2.1 Background

The purpose of this chapter of the manual is to help urban professionals/planners to collect,
analyze and interpret, and organize a report on physical and environmental issues, infrastructure
and some municipal services within a short period of time. Moreover, it is intended to give a
consistent data collection, analysis and interpretation, and report organization procedures for all
actors (federal, regional, and town levels, and the private sector) involved in the basic plan
preparation. It may also help urban planners to avoid redundancy and save time and cost during
basic plan preparation processes.

The first phase presents the preliminary work that begins with preparation for data collection.
Phase two presents the data collection process that incorporates data types and sources and
methodology employed, and data compilation tasks. Phase three presents the data analysis and
interpretation of the compiled data that incorporates data analysis and interpretation, procedures,
formula and standards and, proposals and finalization of works.

Finally, in its last part, this chapter consists of annexes, including selection procedures for
expansion areas and criteria, exhaustive sources and methods of data collection, planning
implications for each data type, and sample data collection formats.
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2.2 PHASE ONE – PREPARATORY WORK
Purpose:
 The main purpose of this phase is to undertake various preliminary works so as to
smoothen the consecutive tasks particularly the collection of data.
Outputs:
 Checklists;
 questionnaires
 Base maps, Topographic maps;
 Summary results/information of the background assessment; and,
 Field work schedule.
Time Required: 5 -7 days

Task 1: Identify the Type of Data Required and Update Collection Formats
Activity 1: Decide what data types are required
 At influence region, and
 At urban level.
Activity 2: Prepare (update) the necessary respective (regional as well as urban) data
collection formats (see annex 3).
 Questionnaires,
 Checklists, and
 Regional, Zonal and Wereda Political and Infrastructure Maps (optional).
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Task 2: Acquire Data and Relevant Maps
Activity 1: Prepare blueprint of the urban base map with appropriate scale (1:5000 and/or
1:2000)
Activity 2: Purchase/Get Topographic Maps of 1:50,000 scale (optional)
Activity 3: Get/purchase climatic data (if not available at hand)

Task 3: Conduct Background Assessment
Activity 1: Review of previous urban plans (if any)
Activity 2: Review secondary documents such as CSA Abstracts, atlases and others and
collect information on the following:
 Geographical location and physical and environmental characteristics;
 Population size;
 Current status of the town, etc.
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2.3 PHASE TWO- DATA COLLECTION AND COMPILATION

Purpose:
 To obtain information on physical characteristics, physical infrastructure services,
expansion areas and other components.
Outputs:
 Filled questionnaires;
 Sketch maps; and,
 Compiled primary and secondary data.
Time Required: 10-15 days

Task 1: Data Collection
The main physical/environmental, infrastructure and municipal data required for small towns basic
plan preparation are outlined below. The conventionally known data types, sources and collection
methods with their applications are provided as Tips at the end of each activity and they are
indicated in annex 2. The data contents may vary based on the local condition of the project town.

Activity 1: Delineation of the influence region/hinterland area
 Conduct discussion with stakeholders; and,
 Identify the influence region for the project town (areas with strong linkage).

Activity 2: Collect physical and environmental data of the influence region
 Get location map of the Influence Region with appropriate scale (optional);
 Collect data on geographical setting of the influence region
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 Absolute geographical location (coordinates) including borders (optional),
 Relative geographical location or the position of a place with reference to
important political and geographical units, landmark and/or notable water
bodies, and
 Collect data on natural resources (topography, drainage, climate, soil, mineral,
vegetation and wildlife) (optional).
Activity 3: Collect influence region’s area, population and urban system data (Optional)
 Get area and population size of the influence region:
 Total area of the study region (km2),
 Total area of cultivated land and cultivable land (optional),
 Population size of the study region (total, urban and rural population),
 Collect data on regional urban system (optional)
 Get map of regional urban settings and spatial distribution.

Activity 4: Collect information on physical infrastructure elements of the study region
 Collect transport data:
 Get regional road map of appropriate scale,
 Get data on the road types and length,
 Get data on other transport systems (air, rail and water), and
 Get data on traditional transport system.
 Collect communication systems data (optional):
 Get telecommunication (fixed and mobile) service data,
 Get internet service data, and
 Get postal service data.
 Collect electric service data (optional), and
 Collect water service data (optional)
Activity 5: Collect information on urban-urban and rural-urban linkage.
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 Collect administrative service linkage data,
 Collect infrastructure linkage data, and
 Municipal service linkage information.
Activity 6: Collect information on physiographic features of the project town
 Get base map of the project town (1:5000, 1:2000) or other available appropriate
scale and conduct field observation.
 Get data for location of the town:
 Absolute location (optional),
 Relative location.
 Area and shape of the town (Optional)
 Topography
 Altitude/elevation,
 Get contour map.

 Drainage system
 Type and condition of surface water drainage basins /catchments/,
 Efforts made to conserve the water resources from being contaminated by
urban wastes and the utilization (allocation) of land astride on the banks of
rivers for compatible activities

Activity 7: Collect Climatic data of the project town
 Temperature
 Daily extremes ( maximum, minimum) and average (optional),
 Monthly maximum, minimum and average, and
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 Yearly maximum, minimum and average.
 Rainfall
 Mean monthly, and
 Mean annual.
 Humidity (optional)
 Wind
 Wind direction, and
 Wind speed (optional).

Activity 8: Collect data on physical infrastructure of the project town

 Road
 Existing condition of the road network for suitability in terms of
accessibility and surface condition;
 Condition of pedestrian walkway and bikeway;
 Types of means of transport in the town; and
 Existing condition of bus station (if there is bus station)

 Power supply
 Type of service, capacity, service duration, consumption by customer type
and Kebele;
 Street lighting system (optional);
 Office location and distribution centers;
 Problems and prospects of power services (optional); and
 High-tension lines and sub-station.
 Telecommunication
 Type of services, capacity and customers by type and Kebele;
 Office availability and accessibility; and
 Problems and prospects of telephone services.
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 Postal services (optional)
 Type of services and sufficiency;
 Location and accessibility; and
 Problems and prospects of postal service.

Activity 9: Collect relevant information on natural and man-made constraints for future
development of the project town
 Get base map of the town and conduct field observation
 Identify and sketch natural constraints which are related to topography,
like excessively high and/or low gradient, watercourses and gullies,
geological hazards, etc.
 Identify and sketch man made constraints (substation and high tension
lines, airport, military camps, quarry (mining) sites, etc.)
Activity 10: Collect relevant information on services of towns (Optional)
 Collect data on General Market and Gulit/daily market/
 Get location map of the market (1:5000, 1:2000);
 Location


Accessibility,



Centrality, and



Compatibility.

 Topography/slope;
 Size of space;
 Collect data on Livestock Market
 Location


Peripherality,



Accessibility,
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Compatibility.

 Topography
 Area/size
 Major flow direction (s) of livestock
 Location map (1:5000/ 1:2000)
 Collect relevant data on Abattoir
 Location


Accessibility



Compatibility

 Area
 Wind direction
 Collect relevant information on Religious centers and cemetery
 Location;


Accessibility



Compatibility

 Aesthetic impact
 Area;
 Number of followers of major religions; and,
 The

number,

size

and

spatial

distribution

of

existing

cemeteries/graveyards.
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Task 2: Compile Collected Data

Activity: Organize your data using appropriate methods
 Tally qualitative/quantitative information as required;
 Tabulate the statistical data;
 Present the data in the form tables; and,
 Organize appropriate maps/diagrams as required.

Tips to Phase 2: Data Collection Methods and Sources (TASK 1)
 Key Checkup Questions
 Have all the relevant (qualitative as well as quantitative) data been collected?
 Have all key resources been exploited?
 Are the key stakeholders consulted?

 Collect Primary data through:







Interview (Informal or guided interviews);
Structured or other types of questionnaires;
Field observation, recording and sketching/mapping;
Reviewing existing Base Maps and Topographic maps;
Purchasing raw data from National Meteorological Services Agency; and,
Public and stakeholders discussion.

 Collect secondary data through reviewing:





CSA, census and sample survey results;
CSA Statistical Abstracts and Regional/Zonal Socio-Economic Profiles;
National/Regional/Zonal Atlas;
Unpublished reports of Regional Bureaus, Zonal and Wereda Offices of Finance
and Economic Development;
 Unpublished reports of zonal and Wereda administrative offices, etc.; and,
 Structured or other types of questionnaires.
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2.4 PHASE THREE- DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Purpose:
 To give a realistic assessment of the situation at hand and to draw critical
problems and gaps to be addressed in the subsequent planning processes.

Outputs:
 Final Report
 Slope and constraint map/maps (optional)
Time Required: 20– 25 days

Task 1: Delineation of the Influence Region
Activity 1: Define the influence area/region
 The influence area could be identified and delimited based on a thorough assessment of
various physical, socio-economic and environmental parameters. In accordance with this,
physical/environmental experts, town planners/architects, demographers/sociologists and
other related professionals should be involved in the selection process.
 Participatory approach will be mandatory (in which the stakeholders have to be
participated and make decisions) for such influence area selection.
 The major technical criteria that need to be addressed in such selection process are
presented in the following tips.
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Tips to Task 1:
The major elements that should be considered in the selection criteria of influence area among others
include the following:
a) Geographical proximity;
b) Services catchments (school and health facilities);
c) Supply of agricultural products;
d) Market catchments;
e) Interaction in terms of both passenger and freight flow;
f)

Availability of development projects;

g) Administrative (political) influence; and,
h) Recreation and tourist related impacts.

To emphasize how the process of delineating of influence region is going on, the case of Metu town is
presented in table 2.1.

Example of Influence Region Delineation of Metu Town:
In the delineation of the influence area of Metu town, weighting and ranking methods are employed.
Accordingly, values above 40 are considered to be included in the influence area/region i.e. Ilubabor Zone.
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Table 2.1: Influence area/region and delineation for Metu town (optional)
Values in %

Administrative
services

Weredas from

Transport
interaction
(15)

Service catchments
School

Health

Market
catchment
s

7.5

7.5

(15)

Recreation
and
tourist
sites (10)

(30)
from

Total

Rank

(15)

different Zones and regions
Weredas
Ilubabor Zone

Rural supply
catchments

Nano-Sale

20

7

-

7.5

7.5

5

7.5

54.5

9

Ale-Didu

20

12

-

7.5

13

10

13

75.5

2

Halu-Bure

20

8

-

7.5

11

5

11

62.5

6

Metu

30

15

7.5

7.5

15

10

15

100

1

Darimu

20

9

-

7.5

12

5

12

65.5

4

Yayu-Hurumu

20

14

-

7.5

13

5

13

72.5

3

Alge-Sachi

20

11

-

7.5

10

5

10

63.5

5

Chora

20

13

-

7.5

9

3

9

61.5

7

Dega-Mako

20

11

-

7.5

8

3

8

57.5

8

Bedele-Dabo

20

10

-

-

7.5

2

7.5

47

10

Gechi-Borecha

20

6

-

-

7.5

2

7.5

43

11

Dedesa

20

5

-

-

7.5

2

7.5

42

12

Bordering Weredas
from East Wellega
Zone

0

5

0

0

0

7.5

12.5

14

Bordering Weredas
from West Wellega

0

5

0

0

0

7.5

12.5

14

0
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Zone
Bordering Weredas
from Jima Zone

Jimma town

0

5

0

0

Other Weredas

0

5

0

0

Bordering Weredas
from GPNRS

0

4

0

5

Bordering Weredas
from SNNPRS

0

4

0

5

7.5

0

12.5

14

0

7.5

12.5

14

0

0

7.5

16.5

13

0

0

7.5

16.5

13

Source: NUPI (August 2001), Report on the Development Plan of Metu Town, Addis Ababa
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Activity 2: Analyze the organized physical and environmental data of the influence region
 Describe location and interpret the influence region and its bordering areas with the help
of appropriate maps;
 Analyze the available physical and natural resources such as topography; drainage,
climate, water, soil, mineral, vegetation and wildlife; and,
 Determine its potential/opportunity and risks for development.

Activity 3: Analyze the area, population distribution and density of the study region
 Calculate/measure the area of the study region;
 Evaluate population distribution and density of the influence region;
 Compare and contrast the influence region with zonal, regional, etc, levels
 Compare and contrast among Weredas within the study region (if the
influence region includes more than two Weredas)
 Identify potentials and threats for development.

Tips to Activity 3:
Calculate crude population density, agricultural density and physiological density using the
following formulae:
 Crude population density = Total population
Total area (km2)
 Agricultural density = Rural population
Cultivated land (km2)

(optional)

 Physiological density = Total population
Cultivable land (km2)

(optional)
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Activity 4: Analyze the regional urban system.
 Evaluate level of urbanization of the influence region
 Calculate urbanization rate and compare with the national, regional, and
zonal levels,
 Compare and contrast level of urbanization at Wereda level within the
influence region (if the study region includes two and more Weredas),
 Assess the distribution pattern and hierarchy of urban settlement,
 Identify weak and strong exemplification and peculiar characteristics

Tips to Activity 4:
To determine level of urbanization the following formula should be employed:
Level of urbanization = Total Urban Population * 100
Total Population

Activity 5: Analyze physical infrastructure of the study region
 Assess the transport system (road, rail, air, water and traditional) ;
 Road network distribution and density;
 Identify areas that need intervention;
 Describe the availability of telephone (fixed and mobile), postal, and electric services in
the study region; and,
 Identify potentials and threats for development.
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Activity 6: Analyze administrative and infrastructure linkage with the project town
 Urban-Urban linkages
 Administrative linkage,


Describe towns having administrative linkage with the project town and
identify potentials and threats for development

 Physical infrastructure (transport, telephone and postal) linkage,


Describe towns having infrastructure linkage with the project town and the
level of interaction, and



Show positive and/or negative impacts for development of the project
town

 Municipal service linkage,


Describe towns having municipal services linkage with the project town
and the level and types of interaction, and



identify potentials and threats for development

 Opportunities and threats of Urban-Urban linkage;
 Urban-Rural linkages
 Administrative,


Describe rural areas having administrative linkage with the project town,&



identify potentials and threats for development

 Physical infrastructure (transport, telephone and postal),


Describe rural areas having infrastructure linkage with the project town
and the level of interaction

 Identify urban service extension and activities that affect the rural environment,
 Identify opportunities and threats of Urban-Rural linkage;
N.B. Those who have an interest to conduct detail study on linkage studies can refer FUPCoB, i.e. Federal Urban
Planning Coordinating Bureau, now named as Urban Planning Work Process, 2009, Rural-Urban Linkage
Manual.
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Activity 7: Analyze the organized urban specific location and topographic data
 Describe location and area;
 Analyze shape, topography and slope of the town; and,
 Identify critical problems.

Tip to Activity 7:
Shape Analysis
 The shape of a town can be assessed by using different compactness indices such as LengthBreadth ratio, Compaction index, Elongation ratio and Circularity ratio which helps to know
whether a certain town has a compact morphology or elongated in its shape which further affects
the cost for infrastructure development and the level of incorporating fertile agricultural land.
Compact urban shapes are advantageous in this regard.
 Length- Breadth ratio (L-B) ratio is expressed as;

Length of long axis of an area
Length of short axis of an area
Long axis: - a line joining the farthest points on the boundary in a straight line
Short axis: - the longest line perpendicular to the long axis between two other points on the boundary.
 Compaction Index (C.I):- is a more refined measure of compactness and is defined as:

Area of the biggest inscribing circle
Area of the cell (an area) being measured
 Results approaching a unit (one) indicate more compact shape and vice versa.
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 Identify problems of interaction and infrastructure provision that arise due to elongated
(linear) shape

Slope Analysis
 Use GIS techniques (if available)
 If you work manually, follow the following procedures:
i.

Get base map with contour lines ,

ii. Classify & delineate contour lines with similar spacing,
iii. Measure horizontal distance (H.E) using scale (ruler),
iv. Identify vertical interval (V.I) , and employ:

Slope = vertical interval x100

percentage and if x60 in terms of degree.

Horizontal Equivalent

N.B. If two points on the hillside are projected on to a horizontal plane, as they are on the map, the distance
between them is known as the Horizontal Equivalent, while the difference in vertical height between
the two points is known as Vertical Interval.
 Classify the slopes and produce a slope map with appropriate shading or
standardized color (0-1, 1-2%, 2-5%, 5-10%, 10-15%, 15-20% and > 20%).
 Calculate area of each slope class and recognize (identify) the total area that could
be potentially suitable for urban development. (Optional)
 Identify areas subjected to flooding and water stagnation (<1%)
 Identify areas with excessive slope for urban development activities (> 20%).

Activity 8: Analyze climatic situation of the town
 Calculate mean monthly, mean annual, etc temperature of the town,
 Identify extreme low and high temperatures,
 Calculate mean monthly and annual rainfall,
 Identify the prevailing wind directions and evaluate wind speed,

 Identify critical climatic problems for urban planning.
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Tips to Activity 8:

Temperature Analysis
 Get 10 years climatic data from National Meteorological Services Agency, (if not available use at
least 5 years data).
 Calculate mean daily, monthly and annual temperatures and present using tables and graphs

o

Mean daily temperature = max. Daily temp. + Min. daily temp.
Two

o

Mean monthly temp. = Sum of mean daily temperature for the month
Number of days in the month

o

Mean annual temp. = sum of mean monthly temperature for one year
Twelve

 Identify extreme low and high temperatures

Rainfall Analysis
Calculate mean monthly, and mean annual rainfall using:
 Calculate annual rainfall, mean annual rainfall and present using tables and graphs
Mean monthly rainfall = sum of mean monthly rainfall a year
Twelve months
 Calculate annual rainfall, mean annual rainfall and present using tables and graphs
Mean annual rainfall = sum of ten or more years yearly rainfall
Number of years
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Tips to Wind Direction/Speed Analysis
N.B. If wind direction data is available from other sources, there is no need to collect raw data and analyze
step by step. In urban planning, the prevailing wind direction helps to determine the location of pollutant
industries, waste disposal sites, abattoir, runway orientation, etc. Moreover, wind speed helps to decide
whether wind break (shelterbelt) is needed to reduce and/or protect wind induced hazards and/or unwanted
winds to increase outdoor human comfort.
Procedures


Get wind data (usually about 10 years daily observations are available);



Tally daily observations by categorizing in to main wind directions and speed categories;

 Summarize daily observation in to months and year. Finally tabulate cumulative observation of
wind direction and speed in one table;


Interpret the result ; and

 Identify the prevailing wind direction and evaluate wind speed.

N.B. Daily wind observation has been usually provided in cardinal directions such as N, E, S, W,
and fraction thereof. But, occasionally wind directions also provided in degrees. 0 0, 90 0,
1800, 270 0 etc. In this case, the degrees should be converted in to cardinal directions. e.g.
00/ 360 0, 90 0,180 0 and 270 0 are equivalent to N, E, S and W, respectively.

To show how wind direction and speed are analyzed and presented, the case of Assosa Town is
presented in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Summarized wind direction and speed of Assosa Town (2002 and 2003).
Calm

N

NE

E

SE

S

SW

W

NW

Total
Percent
Observati age
on

No

251

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

251

%

6.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

No

-

72

114

260

103

82

193

420

40

1284

%

-

54

32.9

33.3

39.5

55.4

37.5

37.0

48.2

-

No

-

55

169

451

139

56

294

651

38

1853

%

-

41.4

48.8

57.8

53.5

37.8

57.1

57.4

45.8

-

No

-

5

49

56

11

8

23

59

5

216

%

-

3.8

14.2

7.2

4.2

5.4

4.7

5.2

6.0

-

No

-

1

14

13

8

2

4

4

-

46

%

-

0.8

4.1

16.7

3.0

1.4

0.7

0.4

0.0

-

No

251

133

346

780

261

148

514

1134

83

3650

%

6.8

3.6

9.5

21.4

7.2

4.0

14.1

31.0

2.3

100

Direction

Seeped
(m/sec)
<1

1-3

4-6

7-10

11-15

Total

6.8

35.2

50.8

5.9

1.3

100

Source: National Meteorological Services Agency,
N.B. The above table can also be presented in Wind Rose diagram.
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NW

N

NE

W

251
6.9

E

SW

S

LEGEND
N
C

1-3

4-6

7 - 10 11 - 15knots

N = Total number of calm observations
C = Percentage of calm days

SE

Wind Rose diagram of Assosa Town (Frequency distribution (%) of both wind speed and direction).
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Activity 9: Analyze major natural and man-made constraints for urban development
 Identify critical natural and man-made constraints, and
 Prioritize expansion directions/areas.

Tips to Activity 9:
Natural and Manmade Constraints


Identify critical natural constraints and sketch on the base map
 excessively high and/or low gradient, watercourses and gullies, geological hazardous
areas, etc

 Identify critical man-made constraints and sketch on the base map
 High tension lines with 15kv,45kv,132kv,230kv, etc
 Sub-station, airport, military camps, quarry (mining) sites, buffer zones, etc.
 The required average buffer zone for various constraints should be maintained. For instance,
the recommended buffer zone for different capacities of high tension electricity cables as of
EEPCo Standard is depicted in table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Required clearance (right of way) for high-tension electricity cables

Voltage line (kv)

Required clearance (right-of-way in meters)

15

7.5

35

10

45

10

66

10

132

15

230

20

35

Activity 10: Analyze the organized data on physical infrastructure of the town
 Assess the condition of existing road network in terms of accessibility &
suitability, and identify major gaps;
 Describe the condition of pedestrian walkway, bikeway, motorway, etc.;
 Identify main means of transport in the town and major problems;
 Analyze the condition of traffic congestion and degree of car accidents
(optional),
 Assess the availability of parking spaces and identify gaps between demand
and existing conditions (optional);
 Assess the condition of bus station and identify gaps between the existing and
required services; and,
 Identify key problems and gaps between the existing and the required power,
telephone, postal and water services.

Activity 11: Analyze the organized data on municipal services of the town:
 Analyze existing condition of the general market and livestock market, and
identify the gaps;
 Assess the existing situation of abattoir and identify gaps between the existing
and required services; and,
 Assess the condition of religious centers, cemetery/graveyards and identify
key problems.
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Tips to Selection of Bus Station (in Activity10)
 Factors to be considered in bus station site selection are:-

 Accessibility: - bus station should be accessible by major and/or arterial road;
 Compatibility: - considering intensity of vehicular traffic, it should be far from noise
sensitive areas such as school, hospitals, libraries, etc.;
 Topography: - it is preferable if the slope the site is 5% or lower;
 Availability of infrastructure and other facilities (telephone, electric power, water
pipeline ,etc.); and,
 Area:- depends on the number and types of vehicles to be served.
 The selection and level of bus station depends up on many factors of which the number of
vehicles that park at peak hour assigned in a day; the importance of the urban center as
commercial, administrative, etc. and related activities that require numerous passengers, the
extent of connection with important urban centers and level of connecting roads, etc are the
major ones.
 The recommended area for varying levels of bus station is stated in table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Recommended area for varying levels of bus station

Level

of Vehicle

bus station
Small

Required

Remarks

area/m2

Types

or Large

Third level

Level

up to 5

300

Wereda centers

Medium

up to 10

300

Centers of Agricultural Production

Small

up to 15

300

Rural urban centers

Total

30

900

5-25

600

Zonal capitals

Medium or Large
Secondary

Medium

10-45

720

Centers of commerce & agricultural products

Level

Small

10-55

720

Wereda centers

Total

25-125

2040

Source: Federal Transport Authority, 1998 E.C.
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The area required for bus station can be determined following the vehicles (including their size) at
peak hours and the size of the administrative blocks and circulation area for vehicles and
pedestrians.

Tips to General Market (in Activity 11)

Factors to be considered in General market site selection are: Centrality:- it should be located in the central or near the central part of the town;
 Accessibility: - it should be accessible to collector roads. This is because the collector roads
provide access and traffic circulation within residential, commercial and industrial areas;
 Compatibility:- it should not be located in areas where noise sensitive activities are located,
e.g. schools, hospitals, libraries, etc.;
 Topography:- slope less than 5% is more appropriate; and,
 Area:- the size of a market is determined by the maximum number of market attendees of
peak hour/season, and availability of enough space.

Tip to Livestock Site selection (in Activity 11)
Factors to be considered in livestock market site selection include: Peripherality: the site should be peripheral to avoid cattle intrusions;
 Accessibility: the site should be accessible to major arterial road or secondary arterial road;
 Compatibility:
 The site should not be located near schools, health services, worship places, etc.;
 The site should be outside the central part of the town where the volume of traffic may be
high. If possible, it should be near abattoirs (for large towns only); and,
 It is preferable to locate livestock market in the dominant flow direction of livestock. If there
are more than one dominant flow directions, common site should be selected.
 Topography: slope less than 5 percent and greater than 1 percent is preferable.
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 Area: the size of the livestock market depends on the type (cattle, sheep, etc.) and number of
livestock.
 Area required for various types of livestock is depicted in table 2.5. (optional).
Table 2.5: Area required for various types of livestock
Number of Daily Livestock Supply
Cattle

Sheep/
Goat

Equine

Came
l

Area Required (m2)
Cattle

Sheep/

Area Required
Equine

Cam
el

Goat

500

1000

20

20

(3.5)*

(0.90)

(4.5)

(4.5)

1750

900

90

90

Total
Livestock(
m2)
2830

Circul
ation

Facilitie
s

(m2)

(m2)

290

1040

Total
Area in
(m2)

4160

Source: - FDRE, Authority for Livestock Market, 1993 E.F.Y

NB: i).*The area required to reserve for each cattle, sheep/goat, equine and camel is 3.5m2, 0.90m2, 4.5m2
and 4.5m2, respectively
ii) The area required for circulation should be 10.25% of the actual required livestock area.
iii) The area required for facilities should be 36.75% of the actual required livestock area.
iv) The area required for other facilities such as administrative offices, balance, toilet, incineration of
solid wastes, reservoirs, etc. should not be more than 25% of the total reserved area; and the area
required for circulation should not be more than 7% of the total reserved area.
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Tip to Abattoir site selection (in Activity 11)
Factors to be considered where there is a need to select a new site for the construction of abattoir /
slaughterhouse:
 The abattoir should be located in the periphery of a town/ city;
 It should not be located close to residential houses, schools, churches, public offices, etc.;
 It should be accessible at least with a compacted gravel collector road;
 It should be located at least 5km away from the airport and runways (in the direction of
approach and take off);
 It should not be located in the direction of urban future expansion area;
 It is preferable if the slope is about 5%;
 It should have available infrastructures such as water supply, electricity, etc.;
 It should not be near latrines or any other waste disposal system;
 It should not be near a factory from which smoke or dust can contaminate the meat;
 It should have adequate area to accommodate the whole operational facilities required;
 It should be 2 km away from any ranch boundary, a neighboring abattoir and pungent or
objectionable odor emanating industries;


It should be 5 km away from quarantine station; and,

 It should be at least 2 km away from sources of water supply (e.g. deep wells, ponds, lakes,
etc.).
A sample rating system for selection of abattoirs is tabulated in table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Sample for rating suitability of sites abattoirs (the case of Addis Ababa)

Score*

5 points

Name of
proposed
site

Availability
of enough
space

20 points

10 points

Water supply
availability

Waste
disposal
facilities

10points

10points

7points

2points

10 points

6 points

5points

10points

Road
facility

Availability of
public
transport

The
presence
of
establishm
ent

Wind
direction

Flow
direction
of
livestock

Accessibil
ity
to
animal
transport

Location
from
airport

Facility
livestock
market

for

5points

100

Availability of
telephone,
electricity

Total score

Remarks

 The score given to each factor has proposed by the committee assigned to select site for a new Abattoir in Addis Ababa. The method to be
employed is designed in a way to evaluate each variable by assigning a value (score) proportional to its significance. The value to be given to
each factor is subjective and may vary from individual to individual and from group to group. However, the variation should not be significant.
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Tips to Cemetery Site Selection (in Activity 11)

Factors to be considered in cemetery site selection are: Compatibility:- It should be far from recreation areas, hospital, sport fields, schools, etc;
 There should be a buffer zone between cemeteries and other urban activities
 Accessibility:- The site should be accessible to collector or minor arterial roads;
 Topography: - It is preferable if the slope is below 10%. However, in towns/cities where there
is a shortage of land, areas with more than 10% slope can be used
 Area: The area required for cemetery during the planning period is determined by death rate,
number of followers of major religions and area needed for a single burial (i.e. 2.88m2); and
 Other points: Cemeteries should be outside the central part of towns;
 Cemeteries should not be located in the direction of future expansion areas; and,
 If there is an opportunity, it is better to locate cemeteries inside the compounds of worship
places.

Task 2: Proposals and Finalization

Activity 1: Summarize the overall findings;
Activity 2: Identify planning issues and propose planning solutions;
Activity 3: Discuss on the results with the planning team and stakeholders;
Activity 4: Update the study as per the agreed comments; and
Activity 5: Finalize the report and arrange deliverables.
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Tips to Activity 5 (Task 2)
Draft report, Graphic and Supportive Documents
 Maps and graphs that should be included in the report are:-

 Location map of the influence area with subsequent administrative units/
division with appropriate scale, which gives an insight into location, shape
and size of the study area (optional);
 Slope and constraint map of the town which shows the development
potential and problem areas of the town;
 Graph and table depicting total annual rainfall and mean monthly
temperature of the town that gives an insight into months with suitable
climatic condition for different development activities; and,
 Wind rose diagram of the town that helps to identify town wide direction for
the location of pollutant industries/activities (optional).
 As regards Slope and Constraints Map, most of the necessary tasks i.e. calculating,
classifying, and shading/coloring the different slope categories with standardized colors
should be done at office. But some of the constraints should be depicted on base maps
during fieldwork by means of field observation and finalized by giving those standardized
symbols and/or signs.
 The report should have introductory regional and urban issues, the main part of the report
that could be arranged with different units/chapters and different possible arrangements.
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Annexes
Annex 1: Expansion Area Selection

This task could be conducted before the actual collection of data i.e. during or before base map preparation
for the town. The prioritization/phasing of possible expansion areas, however, are part of the planning
process.

Activities:Major Activities that have to be performed in expansion area selection
 Get existing Base Map and/or Plan (if available);
 Rapid field assessment and determination of suitable expansion area;
 Get existing population size and growth rate;
 Regional plot size standard;
 Population projection; and,
 Determination of required land for the planning period.

Technical criteria checklist for urban expansion/promotion area selection
1. Description of Physical Characteristics
Indicator

Remark

Name of the locality
Peasant association/ kebelle administration
Existing land use type
Topography
Efficiency of drainage
Constraints (natural/manmade)
Area extent
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2. Assess availability of physical and social infrastructure
Type

Remark

Electricity
Road
Telephone
Water supply
Health facilities
Education facilities

3. Centrality
4. Compatibility
5. Effect on physical shape of the town (Compactness)
6. Impact on the environment
7. Rural Settlement Pattern/Population Size/Activities
8. Public preference.
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ANNEX 2: Topics and Data Types, Sources and Methods of Data Collection and Planning Implications
2.1. Physical Features and Environment
Topics and Data Types

Geographical setting of the
influence area and urban

Sources and Method of data collection
 Key Sources3
 Regional/Zonal Offices of Finance and



Geographical coordinates (optional)



The position of a place with reference to


Economic

It primarily answers the question where the area under study is
located, which in turn gives an important insight into climate,

Development

Assess the location of the region and
the town in absolute and relative terms

Planning Implications

vegetation, soil, etc. conditions;

 Field observations



To estimate the area covered by a certain region;

 Atlases (National, Regional and Zonal)



Affects the relative advantage of the region and the town in

 GPS readings (firsthand information)

terms of social, economic and political factors;


To locate the position of a particular urban center in a global grid

important political and geographical units,

and/or with respect to the adjoining geographical features and

land marks and/or notable water bodies.

political units; and for the identification and demarcation of ideal sites
for urban development.

Assess size (area) of the town
and its influence area


Size of the study area (optional);



Area of the project town.

 Key Sources
 Regional offices of Finance and Economic Dev’t
 Field observations and measurement
 Atlases (National, Regional and Zonal)
 FUPCoB and/or EMA
 Key Methods
 Reviewing secondary data sources;
 Measuring from atlases;
 Reviewing the base map of the town;



The extent of the area encompassed by a certain geographical
unit to some extent determines the variety of natural resource
endowment;



To identify the total area coverage of an urban center, and the
built up area;

 GIS.
3

It should be noted that the names of various institutions/organizations from which information could be obtained may be changed through time, and hence,
it should be taken into consideration while using this manual as a reference.
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 Key Sources

Assess shape of the town



To examine the likely interaction and integration

 EMA,

existed within the area under study and to forward

 Zonal offices of Finance and Economic

planning solutions to overcome/minimize if there are

Development,

any integration problems.

 Regional Bureau of Finance and Economic 
Development,

To assess the existing settlement pattern and
encourage

the

realization

of

compact

urban

 Field observations

development that in turn significantly reduces the cost

 FUPCoB.

of physical infrastructure and service delivery, and

 Method

save agricultural lands from undesirable urban

 Referring secondary data sources

intrusions.

 Adopting from atlases



Influences intra-urban mobility.



To

 Reviewing the topographic map of the town

Vegetation and forest resources of the Key Sources
influence region

ensure

sustainable

regional

and

urban

development, modifying (optimizing) the microclimate, maintaining aesthetic values, reduce the

 Regional or
 Climatic-climax

vegetation

type

and

spatial

distribution;
 The existing vegetation classification and coverage
in relation to climate
 Level and prominent causes of deforestation and
their concomitant environmental effects;

zonal Finance

and

Development Bureaus;
 Field survey;
 Ethiopian Mapping Agency;
 Regional or Zonal Agricultural Bureau.
Method
 Referring secondary data sources;

Economic

effect of wind induced hazard and dust problem;


To suggest mechanisms by which indigenous plant
species and unique flora and fauna are conserved;



Forest resources provide raw materials to support
wood based industries, e.g. wood for timber;



To realize sustainable provision of construction
materials, industrial wood, fuel wood, recreation

 Reviewing topo maps of the region;
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 Trends of conservation and utilization;

 Adopting from atlases

opportunities, wildlife habitat, etc.

 Vegetation map.

Wildlife resources of the influence region
 Dominant wildlife species including the endemic
ones;
 Animal population;
 Trends of conservation and utilization;
 Relevance of the wildlife for tourism;

 Parks, game reserves, sanctuaries, etc.

Key Sources



 Regional or zonal economic development Bureau

To stress the importance of wildlife with respect to
aesthetic, education and economic values;

 Field survey



To promote access to park or any conservation area;

 Ethiopia Mapping Agency



To identify and suggest the means of sustaining

 Regional or zonal Agricultural Bureau,
 Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation Organization,

endangered species,

 Implication on tourist facilities and services both on

 Tourism Commission,

site and nearby urban centers so as to reap the

Method

economic benefits.

 Reviewing secondary data sources

Soil resources of the influence region
 Types and their geographical distribution;
 Agricultural potentiality (value)
 Extent (degree) of soil degradation;

 Soil distribution and degradation Map.

Key Sources
 Regional or zonal economic development Bureau
 Field survey
 Ethiopian Mapping Agency
 Regional or Zonal Agricultural Bureau
Method
 Referring secondary data sources;



To examine the agricultural endowment with respect
to soil.



To

suggest

appropriate

farming

system

and

conservation measures that should be adopted and/or
exercised.

 Adopting from atlases.

Urban Settlement pattern and Structure
 Regional population distribution;
•

Population size classified by urban

 Assess the pattern and hierarchy of settlement
structures in the region

 Key sources
 Regional/Zonal offices of Finance and Economic
Development;
 Central Statistical Agency;
 Regional, Zonal and Wereda Agricultural Offices;

 To assess the degree of burden on natural resources
and recommend possible planning solutions;
 To assess the degree of disparity of urban
settlements;
 To assess the economic, social and political benefits
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 Identify factors affecting urban settlements

 Various regional sectoral offices.

from the settlement of the region and other urban
centers.

 Method
 Reviewing secondary data sources and maps;

 To suggest some mechanisms on the spatial
arrangement of settlements;
 To provide an idea towards the future potential
settlement areas based on the spatial distribution of
population;
 To assess future growth potential of the project town;

 To investigate future development trends and options.

Physiographic
town

features of the project

 Key Sources



 Ethiopian Mapping Authority
 Regional/Zonal offices of Finance and Economic

urban land uses;


 Zonal and Wereda Agricultural offices

o

Elevation/ altitude

 FUPCoB

o

slope map with appropriate scale at town

 Atlases (National, Regional and Zonal)

level

and water stagnation, areas vulnerable to erosion, etc.


To appreciate the impact of topography on
infrastructure

 Method

development,

and

to

forward

environmentally sound and economically feasible

 referring topographic map of the study area
 reviewing the base map of the town

To appraise and identify constraints associated with
topography such as steep slopes, zone of flooding

Development
 Assess relief or topographic conditions

To undertake land suitability analysis for various

urban infrastructure development.


To recognize specific hazards such as flooding and
landslides, erosion, etc.



Drainage system
 Type and condition of surface water Drainage basins
/catchments/ watershed.

 Key Sources
 Regional/Zonal Bureau of Finance and Economic
Development
 Zonal and Wereda Agricultural offices
 Ministry of Water Resources

To appraise type of land use and land value.

 To assess the extent of drainage related problems
such as erosion, siltation, flood hazard, malaria
epidemic and water pollution, etc.
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 Efforts made to conserve the water resources from

 Implications on cost of physical infrastructure
 Water, Mines and Energy Bureau of the Region
 FUPCoB
being contaminated by urban wastes and the
development;
 Ethiopian Mapping Agency
utilization (allocation) of land astride the banks of  Method
 To identify potential urban agriculture areas
 Reviewing secondary data sources
rivers for compatible activities.
particularly horticulture.
 Referring the topographic map of the town and
the study region
Key Sources
 To examine the prevalence of geographical diseases
Climate
which are associated with temperature, and
 National Meteorological Services Agency;
precipitation such as malaria
 Temperature (minimum, maximum and mean)
 Regional/Zonal Offices of Finance and Economic
 To assess the degree of comfort of an area and human
 Rainfall (amount)
thermal response to the standard effective
Development;
temperature.
 Humidity (optional),
 Zonal and Wereda Rural and Agricultural
 To determine the spacing and density of dwelling units,
 Prevailing wind direction and speed (velocity)
housing typology, building orientation and extent of
Development Offices;
green areas reserved during land use planning
 Agro-climatic zone
 Large farms; and,
 To decide appropriate site for urban activities that
emit pollutants (dust, smoke, smell, noise, etc.),
 Irrigation Development Projects/Offices.
industrial centers, factories, and identification of waste
 Method
disposal and treatment sites;
 To take measures for the protection of wind induced
 Referring secondary data; and,
hazards
 Compiling field observation.
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2.2 Physical Infrastructure
Topics and data types

Source and method of data collection

Road

 Source
 Private Transport Associations
 CSA

 Assess the condition of existing road network for  Traffic Police Office
suitability in terms of accessibility and surface

 Town Administration

condition;

 Representatives of society

 Consider sufficient room for pedestrian walkway
and bikeway;

• To propose planning solutions for improved intra-urban
transport.

 Field observation
 Base Map of the town (1:5000)

 Assess the condition of bus stations with respect to:

 Method

•

Location

 Questionnaires;

•

Area

 Conducting interviews;

•

Available utilities and facilities

 Community & stakeholders meeting

•

Types and number of vehicles

 Referring secondary data sources;

 Assess transportation related problems

 Compiling field observation.

Power supply

Source

 Type of service, capacity, service duration,







 Street lighting;

• To minimize car accidents and congestion;

 Passengers

 Types of means of transport in the town;

consumption by customer type;

Planning Implications

Ethiopian Electric Power Corporation (EEPCO);
EEPCO, Regional Offices;
EEPCO, Local Offices;
CSA;
Base Map of the town (usually 1:5000);

 To indicate the location of substation and high-tension
lines and propose suitable land use and buffer zone to
minimize risks.
 To identify the electric capacity to attract investments
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 Assess the challenges and prospects of power
service;

 Field observation; and,
 Municipality.
Method

 High-tension lines with their standard clearance
(optional)

opportunities that require sustainable power, which
further strengthen the socio-economy of the town
 To identify problems related to power supply and






Referring secondary data sources;
Compiling field observation;
Questionnaires;
Conducting interviews.

propose planning solutions to render efficient and
reliable service

Telecommunication and postal services
 Type of services;
 Assess challenges and prospects of the service.

Source
 Ethiopian Telecommunication Corporation (ETC);
 ETC, Regional Offices;
 ETC, Local Offices/ Stations;
 Town Administration;
 CSA; and,
 Base Map of the town (1:5000).
Method
 Revising secondary data sources;
 Questionnaires;
 Conducting interviews; and,
 Reviewing base map of the town.

 To propose planning solutions for problems that
hamper efficient service.
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2.3. Linkage Studies
 Source

Urban-rural Linkage
 The Type and degree of interaction of the town with
its hinterland in terms of:
Administrative



Physical infrastructure;
means

of

 Zonal and Wereda Agricultural Offices
transport

and

communication that facilitate linkage)


 Regional/Zonal Offices of Finance and Economic
Development and other offices



(Identify

 Central Statistics Agency;

Municipal and market services;

 Threats and opportunities of urban-rural linkage;

 Method
 Revise secondary data sources and maps;
 Questionnaires;
 Experts Opinion;
 Community & stakeholders meeting.

 To suggest/recommend mechanisms that can
facilitate linkages;
 To prioritize areas so as to strengthen their linkage;
 To identify transport and communication facilities that
can facilitate linkages;
 To envisage possible mechanisms for avoiding
threats and maximize opportunities of rural-urban
linkage;

 Urban service extension, urban expansion and
activities that affect the rural environment;

Urban-Urban Linkage
 Trend and level of urbanization
 Areas of urban-urban linkages;


Administrative



Physical infrastructure



Municipal and/or Administrative

 Threats and constraints of urban-urban linkage;

 Sources
 Regional and Zonal Offices of Finance and Economic
Development and other offices
 Municipalities
 Methods
 Reviewing secondary data sources;

 To identify threats and opportunities of urban-urban
linkage
 To suggest/recommend mechanisms that could help
to facilitate urban-urban interaction;

 Questionnaires
 Compiling expertise views/opinion
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2.4. Constraints and Expansion Area
Natural and man-made constraints
 Natural constraints are related to topography, like excessively high
and/or low gradient, watercourses and gullies, geological hazards,
etc.;
 Man made constraints which among others include substation and
high tension lines, airport, military camps, quarry (mining) sites,
buffer zones, etc.
 Slope and constraint map.

Selection of urban expansion area (urban promotion
area)
 Physical factors that involve the nature of the terrain, slope and
soil conditions;
 Socio-economic conditions which include population density,

Key Sources
 FUPCoB and/or EMA;

induced hazards as well as to resolve land use

 Field observations;

incompatibility.

 Town Administration;
 Public meetings;
 Local Agricultural and Rural Development
Offices;
 Local Environmental Protection Offices;
and,
 Immediate rural community.
Method
 Reviewing base map of the town;

expansion in the surrounding rural areas;
 To protect good agricultural lands from
undesirable urban intrusion.
 To identify and select ideal sites for urban
development that promotes environmentally
sound

and

hinterland.

 Interviews,

acceptable

 To ensure harmonized development between

 Compiling field observation;

crop grown (perennial and annual crops);

socio-economically

(justifiable) urban physical expansion;

the

 Compiling public views;

sensitive (fragile) areas;

 To reduce the adverse consequences of urban

 Questionnaires;

historical (archaeological) sites, suitability for agriculture, types of
 Environmental condition referring to the presence of ecologically

 To avoid and/or mitigate natural and man

urban

centers and

their

immediate

 Community & stakeholders meeting; and,

 Reviewing secondary data.

 Availability of infrastructure, ample size area and harmony with the
already built up (urbanized) area;
 The presence of incompatible activities such as military camps;
and,
 Public preference.
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2.5. Municipal Services
Source

Market





 General Market and Gulit





Location
- Centrality
- Accessibility
- Compatibility
Topography/slope
Size (m2 or hectare)





Method







 Livestock Market




Topography
Area/size
Major flow direction (s) of livestock

Compiling field observations;
Conducting interviews;
Reviewing secondary data sources;
Compiling public views;
Questionnaires
Community & stakeholders meeting

Source





Location
-Accessibility
-Compatibility





Municipality
Wereda Agricultural Office
Zonal Offices of Finance and Economic
Development
Traders
Market attendees
Field observation
Base Map of the town/city (usually 1:5000)



 To assess the existing services and problems, and
propose planning solutions to have adequate market
services for local commodities and foster transaction.
 To select ideal market site.
 To magnify the commercial activities of the town
through land use planning.

Municipality;
Wereda Agricultural Office;
Prominent cattle traders and raisers;
Zonal Offices of Finance and Economic
Development;
 Field observation;
 Base Map of the town/city (usually 1:5000); and,
 Butcheries.
Method






 To assess the existing services and problems,
and propose planning solutions.
 To select an ideal livestock market.

Compiling field observation;
Questionnaires;
Conducting interviews;
Referring secondary data sources;
Compiling public views.
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 Source

Abattoir
•

Location
-Accessibility
-Compatibility

•
•

Area of the abattoir
Wind direction







Municipality;
Wereda Health Office;
National Meteorological Services Agency;
Environmental Protection Authority;
Topographic map of the town/city (usually
1:5000);
 Field observation; and,
 Wereda Agricultural Offices.
 Method









To assess the impact of abattoir on
environmental sanitation and propose planning
solutions;
 To propose ideal site/location that considers
technical appraisal;
 To reduce wastes generated by the abattoir
and/or make feasible the economic utilization,
for instance, producing manure from waste
byproducts.

Questionnaires;
Compiling field observations;
Conducting interviews;
Compiling public views;
Reviewing secondary data sources

Cemetery and religious centers
•

Location
-Compatibility
-Accessibility

•
•
•
•

•

Aesthetic impact
Area
Number of followers of major religions
Request for a plot of land for a new
cemetery
The number, size and spatial distribution
of existing cemeteries.



 Source





 Method





Municipality;
Representatives of the town;
Followers of respective religions;
Field observation; and,
Base Map of the town (usually 1:5000).



To assess the existing condition and propose
planning solutions
To locate cemeteries at appropriate sites.

Questionnaires;
Compiling field observation and public views
Revising secondary data sources
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Annex 3: Data Collection Formats for Basic Plan Preparation

---------------  ------------- -------------

------------

bkt¥ dr© y¸ä§

KFL xNDÝ
xNDÝ ymB‰T xgLGlÖTN btmlkt4
1.

kt¥W yx¤l¤KT¶K xgLGlÖT ¥GßT yjmrbT zmN# y`Ylù MNu /›YnT XÂ /xQM/
xgLGlÖtÜN Ãgßù ynb„ t«Ý¸ãC B²T# bþglA?

2. kt¥W A yx¤l¤KT¶K `YL 

 ?

3. xhùN ÆlW yx¤l¤KT¶K `YL Fí¬ / / m¿rT bkt¥W l¸ñrW ÞZB MN ÃHL
t=¥¶ `YL ÃSfLUL /  /? ÃlWN F§gÖTS xhùN ÆlW y¥mN=T xQM ¥à§T
YÒ§L?
4. yx¤l¤KT¶K `YL ¥kÍfÃ ÈbþÃ// y¸gŸbT ï¬ kkt¥ê :DgTÂ kl¤lÖC mmz¾ãC xNÉR
xmcE nW? wd ¥kÍfÃ ÈbþÃW y¸gÆW y`YL m«N bkþlÖêT bþglA# y¥kÍfÃ ÈbþÃW
kFt¾ xQM SNT »U êT nW? lkt¥ê y¸kÍflWS?
5. bkt¥W ymB‰T xgLGlÖT y¸Ãgßù qbl¤ãC ZRZRÂ ydNb®C B²T
ydNb®C B²T bxgLGlÖT ›YnT /200_ .
qbl¤
ymñ¶Ã

yNGD

yxþNÇST¶

ymNGoT
tÌ¥T

ÞZÆêE
DRJèC

l¤lÖC

DMR

l¤lÖC

DMR

01
02

6.

bkt¥W ymB‰T xgLGlÖT l¥GßT ytmzgbù xgLGlÖT f§gþãC B²T bqbl¤\
ytmzgbù xgLGlÖT f§gþãC bxgLGlÖT zRF
qbl¤
ymñ¶Ã

yNGD

yxþNÇST¶

ymNGoT
tÌ¥T

ÞZÆêE
DRJèC

01
02

A !"#
$%
 &'
E)*
+,- , #./ E1 23&4/ E5,6
, + A'7 A # 89 A8: ;8< => ? &'
&8 A6@
, + # A >BB

4
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7. bkt¥W WS_ ymB‰T xgLGlÖT y¥Ãgßù xµÆbþãC /¿féC/ bqbl¤C/\
8. bkt¥W WS_ y`YL X_rT y¸ÃU_àcW xµÆbþãC /¿féC/ bqbl¤C/\
9. bkt¥W WS_ SNT ymNgD mB‰èC /±lÖC/ xlù? ------------- ±lÖcÜ bkt¥W WS_ SNT
kþ/»TR RZmT Y¹FÂlù? -------------------- ¥zU© b¤TÜ lmNgD mB‰T Fí¬ bwR bx¥µY
MN ÃHL BR YkF§L? ---------------- x¥µY wR¦êE Fí¬W /bkþ.êT/ MN ÃHL nW? ------------------10. bkt¥W WS_ t=¥¶ T‰NSæRmR y¸ÃSfLUcW qbl¤ãC /xµÆbþãC yT®cÜ ÂcW?
bDRJ¬Chù l¥zU© b¤T yqrb yT‰NSæRmR /±L mTkÃ ï¬ _Ãq½ µl xµÆbþWÂ
yT‰NSæRm„ xQM y±lÖC B²T# XNÄþhùM y¸¹FÂcW qbl¤ãC# xµÆbþãC wzt. bþgl™ù?
11. ykt¥WN ymB‰T xgLGlÖT btmlkt y¸«qsù êÂ êÂ CGéCN XÂ lþs«ù y¬sbù ymFTÿ
¦œïCN bþgL{ùLN? bkt¥W ß§N §Y bþµttÜ Y«Q¥lù y¸Ælù ¦úïC µlù bþ«qsù?

KFL hùlT”

ySLK xgLGlÖTN btmlkt#

1. bkt¥W ySLK xgLGlÖT ytjmrbT zmN? --------------- ySLkù ›YnT/dr© ----------------2 xhùN bkt¥W y¸gßW yxgLGlÖT ›YnT -------------------------------- ytjmrW? --/›.M./
3. bkt¥W ySLK xgLGlÖT y¸Ãgßù qbl¤ãC bdNb®C ›YnT\
ydNb®C B²T bxgLGlÖT ›YnT /200_ ›.M/
qbl¤

ymñ¶Ã

yNGD

yxþNÇST¶

ymNGoT
tÌ¥T

ÞZÆêE
DRJèC

xÄþS
ytmzgbù

l¤lÖC

DMR

01
02
4. bkt¥W SLK b¤tÜ y¸gŸbT ï¬ kxmcEnT xNÉR MN YmS§L? /bSÍT# b¥:k§êEnT# wzt./
/SÍtÜ b».Skê½R YglA/
5. bkt¥W WS_ y¸gßù ydNb®C B²T /k2000-200---ydNb®C B²T bxgLGlÖT ›YnT
zmN
ymñ¶Ã

yNGD

yxþNÇST¶

ymNGoT
tÌ¥T

ÞZÆêE
DRJèC

l¤lÖC

DMR

200_
200_
6. bkt¥W ysLK xgLGlÖT SRuT hùn¤¬\ mÊT WS_ ytqbr mSmR RZmT E1 A8:
:D?
7. bkt¥W bxB²¾W Bzù _¶ãC y¸StÂgÇT kyT®cÜ h/ kxþT×’ùÃ ktäC UR nW?
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l/ kWÀ hgéC /ktäC/ xHgùéC UR nW?
8. kt¥W kSLK xgLGlÖT bt=¥¶ y¸Ãg¾cW yxgLGlÖT xYnèC yT®cÜ ÂcW? /b √ MLKT
Ãú†N/\h/ t½l¤G‰M ----l/ t½l¤KS ----¼/ ÍKS ---- ,/ E8YL---¿/ l¤lÖC /Ygl{ù/
9. bkt¥W WS_ t=¥¶ y¥kÍfÃ œ_N lmTkL bDRJtÜ yqrb yï¬ _Ãq½ µl ï¬W yk¤BL
µsþtE XÂ y¸¹FÂcWN xµÆbþ bþgL{ù?
10. bkt¥W ySLK xgLGlÖT l¥GßT ytmzgbù «ÃqEãC B²T bxgLGlÖT ›YnT XÂ ktmzgbùT
WS_ xgLGlÖT ÃgßùT B²T bþglA?
11. bkt¥ WS_ ySLK xgLGlÖTN btmlkt y¸¬†TN êÂ êÂ CGéC bþgL{ù? ,FGC/&?

KFL ƒSTÝ
ƒSTÝ

y±S¬ xgLGlÖTN btmlkt½
btmlkt½

1. bkt¥W y±S¬ xgLGlÖT ytjmrW mc½ nW? ----------- ynbrW dr©S? ------------------------2. bxhùnù s›T bkt¥W ÃlW y±S¬ xgLGlÖT ›YnT ---------------- dr©W kF ÃlbT zmN
bþglA?
--------------------3. bkt¥W y¸gßW y±S¬ xgLGlÖT y¸sÈcW êÂ êÂ yxgLGlÖT ›YnèC bþglA?
4. bkt¥W ±S¬ b¤T ytk‰† œ_ñC B²T bÆlb¤T xYnT bzmN bþglA\
1999
yGL

2001

2002

2003

------------

------------

------------

----------

-----------

------------

------------

------------

-----------

ymNGoT -----------

------------

------------

------------

-----------

yDRJT

------------

2000

5. bkt¥W WS_ xÄþS y±S¬ œ_N lmk‰yT _Ãq½ Ãqrbù ÃmLµÓC B²T\ -------------ktmzgbùT WS_ xgLGlÖT Ãgßù B²T -------------#
6. xB²¾ãcÜ ±S¬ãC ym«ùT kyT®cÜ
h/ yxþT×eÃ ktäC nW? /bQdM tktL bþglA/?
l/ kyT®cÜ yWÀ hgR ktäC nW /wYM xHgùR/?
7. ±S¬ b¤tÜ y¸gŸbT ï¬ xmcEnT MN YmS§L? lwdðT y¬sb yï¬ lW_ µl bþglA?
8. kt¥W WS_ SNT y±S¬ msBsbþÃ œ_ñC xlù? /B²¬cWÂ y¸gßùÆcW xkÆbþãC/qbl¤ãC/
bþgl{ù?
9. bkt¥W b±S¬ xgLGlÖT bkùL ÃU«Ñ êÂ êÂ CGéC XÂ ymFT¼¤ ¦œïC bþgL{ùLN?

KFL x‰TÝ
x‰TÝ

yT‰NS±RT xgLGlÖTN btmlkt½
btmlkt½

h/ ymnh¶Ã xgLGlÖT\
1. bkt¥W WS_ mn¦¶Ã µl y¸ÃStÄDrW/Ælb¤tÜ ¥N nW? ------------------ ymn`¶ÃW Yø¬
m«N SÍTÜ b»TR Skùê½R Y«qS?
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2. xhN ÃlW mÂ¦¶Ã bqN bx¥µY lSNT t>kRµ¶ãC xgLGlÖT YsÈL?
lkFt¾ ------------------- lmlSt¾ ---------------- lxnSt¾ ---------------3. kFt¾ yt>kRµ¶ qÜ_R Æl gþz¤ /Peak Hour/ mÂ¦¶ÃW bxND gþz¤ lSNT t>kRµ¶ãC
xgLGlÖT Xys- nW?
4. mnh¶ÃW bxND l¤lþT SNT t>kRµ¶ãCN ÃStÂGÄL?
kFt¾ xWèBS? -------------------------mµkl¾Â xnSt¾? -----------------------5. bmnh¶Ã xgLGlÖT bkùL lï¬ lW_ wYM l¥SÍÍT yqrb _Ãq½ µl bþglA? lMN? XhùN
ÃlW Yø¬ k¥:k§êEnTÂ kxmcEnT xNÉR MN YmS§L?
6. bxhùnù s›T ÃlW ymn¦¶ÃW y¥StÂgD xQMÂ Yø¬W CGR µlbT bþgL{ùLN\ /kmÊT
xq¥m_ xNÉR# k¥:k§êEnT xNÉR# kl¤lÖC xgLGlÖèC UR kmÈÈM xNÉR# kT‰ðK
m=ÂnQ xNÉR wzt/.

l. y?ZB
y?ZB ¥m§lš yt>kRµ
yt>kRµ¶ SM¶T
1.

yxnSt¾Â mµkl¾ yÞZB ¥m§lš t>kRµ¶ãC SM¶T

bSM¶T xgLGlÖT bqN yt¿¥„T t>kRµ¶ãC B²T bmnšÂ mDrš 200_ ./\

mnš
DMR
mDrš

DMR

2. k§Y btgl{W ySM¶T m«N ytÙÙzùT mNgd®C B²T /bt>kRµ¶ãC ymÅN xQM Sl¤T/
bþglA /200_ ./\
mnš
DMR
mDrš

DMR
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3. yT‰NS±RT xgLGlÖtÜ KFÃ kxgLGlÖtÜ xNÉR tmÈÈŸ nW? µLçn lMN? YH yKFÃ hùn¤¬
b¸ñrW XNQSÝs¤ §Y MN CGR xSkT§*L? yÞZbùN F§gÖT k¥RµT xNÉR ÃlWN hùn¤¬
bþgL{ùLN?
4. bxnSt¾Â mµkl¾ yÞZB ¥m§lš xgLGlÖT zRF y¬†T êÂ êÂ CGéC
y¸Clù ¦œïC /y¬qÇ :QìC/ bþgl{ù?

XÂ mFTÿ lþçnù

2. ykFt¾ yÞZB ¥m§lš t>kRµ¶ãC SM¶T \

2.1 bSM¶T xgLGlÖT bqN y¸¿¥„ t>kRµ¶ãC B²T bmnšÂ mDrš -----2.2 k§Y btgl{W ySM¶T m«N ytÙÙzùT mNgd®C B²T /bt>kRµ¶ ymÅN xQM Sl¤T/ bþglA
200_ ./\---2.3 bkFt¾ yÞ/¥m§lš zRF k200_ ./\ XSk........ ytÙÙzW ÞZB B²T bþglA?
2.4 ykFt¾ yÞ/¥m§lš xgLGlÖT yHBrtsbùN F§gÖT k¥à§T xNÉR ÃlW t=Æu hùn¤¬ bþglA?
2.5 bkFt¾ yÞ/¥m§lš xgLGlÖT bkùL Ã¬† êÂ êÂ CGéC XÂ mFTÿ lþçnù y¸Clù /y¬qÇ
:QìC wzt.... bþgl{ù?

¼. bunT ¥m§lš T‰NS±RT zRF y¸ä§\
1. bkt¥W WS_ bunT ¥m§lš zRF yt¿¥„/ytd‰° ¥Hb‰T µlù S¥cW# yt>kRµ¶ãC
B²T XÂ ymÅN xQM bþglALN?
2

kkt¥W UR kFt¾ TSSR Ã§cW xµÆbþãC /ktäC yT®cÜ ÂcW /b¹q_ LWW_/ bQdM
tktL bdr© bþÃSqMÈ*cW?
1.
---

----------------- 2 -------------------3.

------------------ 4. -------------------5.

----------------

3. kkt¥WÂ wd kt¥W bxB²¾W y¸w«ùÂ y¸gbù êÂ êÂ y¹q_ ›YnèC bmnšÂ mDrš
bþgL{ùLN?
4. bkt¥W yunT ¥m§lš t>kRµ¶ãC ¥ö¸Ã ï¬ xl? xmcEntÜN uMR bþgL{ùLN? kl¤l
lwdðtÜ MN ÃHL xSf§gþ XNdçn bþglA?
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5. bkt¥W bx¥µY bqN MN ÃHL yunT ¥m§lš t>kRµ¶ #StÂÄL?

byT®cÜ qÂT?

lwdðT yt«yq yt>kRµ¶ ¥ö¸Ã ï¬ _Ãq½M µl bþglA?

6. bunT ¥m§lš xgLGlÖT zRF y¬† êÂ êÂ CGéC XÂ ymFTÿ ¦œïC bþgl{ù?

m. U‰i# gù¸S¬# nÄJ ¥dÃ
1. bkt¥W WS_ SNT U‰i ----------------gÖ¸S¬ --------------nÄJ ¥dÃãC ------------- xlù?
kxgLGlÖècÜ F§gÖT /tf§gþnT xNÉR ÃlW SRuTÂ B²T bqE nW Y§lù?
2. XnzþH xgLGlÖèC y¸gßùÆcW ï¬ãC xmcEnT MN YmS§L? /kxµÆbþ AÄT# kt«Ý¸W
F§gÖT# kkt¥ê ywdðT :DgT# wzt xNÉR
3. knzþH xgLGlÖèC UR btÃÃz ytf«r CGR µl bþ«qsù? lwdðT MN mFTÿ tfLÙL?
¿. yWS_ lWS_ mNgìC
1. ykt¥WN mNgìC btmlkt yt¿‰ µR¬ wYM _ÂT µl bþglA?
2. bkt¥W WS_ y¸gßùT mNgìC dr©Â ›YnT XNÄþhùM SÍTÂ RZmT b¿N«ri bþglA?
ymNgD ›YnT /dr©/

RZmT/bkþ.
»

SÍT/b»TR/

ytÍsS mSmR
µlW/bkþ.»/RZmtÜ

xgLGlÖT
yjmrbT zmN

xSÍLT
yt«rg/««R
l¤lÖC
DMR
3. bxhùnù wQT bkt¥W WS_ y¸gßù mNgìC ykt¥WN yT‰ðK XNQSÝs¤ bBÝT ÃStÂGdlù?
y¥ÃStÂGÇ kçn MkNÃtÜ bþglA?
4. ykt¥W yWS_ mNgìC SRuT MN YmS§L? /tm«ÈŸ# bxND ï¬ ytk¥cÜ# yT‰ðK
m=ÂnQ y¸f_„ .. /
5. ykt¥W yWS_ lWS_ mNgìC btÌ¥TÂ bnê¶W xSÍfR §Y Ã§cW tAXñ XÂ bXNQSÝs¤
§Y y¸f_„T CGR µl bþglA? /lMœl¤ bmNGoTM çn bGlsB xgLGlÖT sÀ DRJèC yï¬
MRÅ w.z.t/
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6. ykt¥W ymÊT xq¥m_# yxyR NBrT XÂ yxfR ›YnT bmNgìC S‰ §Y yf«rW CGR
µl bþglA?
7. êÂ êÂãcÜ ykt¥W yXNQSÝs¤ mSméC mNgìC yT®cÜ XNdçnù bþglALN /y¸Ãg–cW
¿féCN uMR/#
8. bkt¥W t=¥¶ mNgìCN lmS‰T wYM lm«gN /l¥ššL/ ytÃz :QD µl bþglA?
9. ykt¥WN mNgìC btmlkt y¸¬† êÂ êÂ CGéCNÂ ymFTÿ ¦œïCN bþgL{ùLN?
10. mNgDN btmlkt b¸s‰W ykt¥ê P§N WS_ bþµtT Y«Q¥L yMTlùT µl bþ«qS?

KFL xMST#

yT‰ðK gA¬N btmlkt\

1. bkt¥W WS_ bxB²¾W yT‰ðK xdU y¸ksTÆcW ï¬ãC wYM mNgìC tlYtW
bþgl{ùLN?
2. bkt¥W WS_ ÃlùTN yT‰NS±RT xYnèC b›YnTÂ bÆlb¤T B²¬cWN b¿N«ri /200_
.-200_ ./\ bþgL{ùLN /U¶# BSKl¤T# ¬Ksþ# ¸nþÆS# ätRúYKL#
yGL#
ymNGoT# yDRJT/
3. xB²¾W sW bkt¥W WS_ xzWTé y¸«qmW yT‰NS±RT ›YnT MNDN nW? /bQdM
tktL/ bþglA?
4. bkt¥W WS_ lT‰ðK xdU mNSx¤ãC yçnùTN êÂ êÂ MKNÃèC bþgL{ùLN?
5. kt¥W yT‰NS±RT xgLGlÖT t«Ý¸ntÜ XÃdg nW? µLçn lMN? mFTÿWN bþ«qÜÑN?
6. bkt¥W ydrsW yT‰ðK xdU B²T b›YnT XNÄþhùM ydrsW gùÄT bÞYwTÂ
sþtmN MN ÃHL XNdçn b¿N«ri bþälùLN /1998-2003/
ydrs xdU

mlkþÃ

bgNzB

gþz¤¤
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

h/ yxdUW ›YnT
1. bÞYwT §Y

bqÜ_R

2. bNBrT §Y

bBR

l/ yxdUW dr©
1.

kÆD

bqÜ_R

2. mµkl¾

bqÜ_R

3. q§L

bqÜ_R
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2003

7. bx¥µY kt¥WN xÌR W y¸ÃLû t>kRµ¶ãC B²T bqN SNT nW? bkt¥W xDrW
y¸ÃLÍS /xgR xÌ‰u xWèBS# yunT/ SNT ÂcW?
8. ykt¥WN yT‰NS±RT XNQSÝs¤ gA¬ qdM µlùT ›m¬T UR xnÉArW bþgL{ùLN?
9.bkt¥W y¸¬yWN yT‰ðK xdU lmqnS y¸ÃSClù ymFTÿ ¦œïCN wYM wdðT b:QD
ytÃzù o‰ãCN bþgL{ùLN?

KFL SDST” yU¶ xgLGlÖTN btmlkt#
1.

bkt¥W ÃlùT yU¶ãC B²T b›YnT# bzmN bþglA#
1999
h/ ysW ¥ÙÙÏ
l/ y:Ý ¥ÙÙÏ

---------------

2000
---------------

2001
---------------

2002

2003

--------

-------

--------

--------

2. bkt¥W U¶ t«Ý¸ y¸b²W byT¾W xµÆbþ XNdçn bþgL{ùLN? lxND sW y¸«yqW
yKFÃ m«N kRqT UR tÃYø bþglA?
3. lU¶ãC XNd mnšÂ mDrš ytwsnù KLlÖCN bxµÆbþ SM /bqbl/¤ bþgL{ùLN? kzþH UR
tÃYø yU¶
ö¸Ã ï¬ãCN xmcEnT /kAÄT# kT‰ðK m=ÂnQ# kl¤lÖC MKNÃèC xNÉR/
bþgL{ùLN?
4.

bkt¥W lU¶ xgLGlÖT ZG ytdrgù mSméC µlù bþg{ùLN? lMN?

5. bkt¥W yU¶ xgLGlÖT ¥GßT ÃLÒlù xµÆbþãCN /bqbl¤# b¿fR/ knMKNÃtÜ bþgL{ùLN?
6. bkt¥W kU¶ xgLGlÖT UR btÃÃz ÃU«Ñ CGéC XÂ lwdðT lþwsÇ y¬qÇ mFTÿãC
bþgl{ùLN?

KFL sÆT”

b¥zU© b¤T/kt¥ wYM qbl¤ xStÄdR A/b¤T y¸ä§#

h. yq½‰ xgLGlÖT#
1. bkt¥W yq½‰ xgLGlÖT µl xgLGlÖtÜ mS«T ytjmrbT zmN mc½ nW? ----------------------bkt¥W WS_ SNT q½‰ xl? ----------------bq½‰W/q½‰ãcÜ bqN y¸¬rdW m«N/bqÜ_R bþgL{ùLN/?
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2. bxhùnù s›T q½‰W ÃlbT xµÆbþ xmcEnT MN YmS§L? xgLGlÖH kkt¥W :DgT UR XÂ
kHZbù F§gÖT UR YÈÈ¥L wY?
3. bq½‰W l:RD y¸qRbùT XNSúT y¸gßùT kyT nW? bxB²W y¸m«ùbT ï¬ bþglA? q½‰W
ÃlbT xµÆbþ kkBT gbÃW UR sþnÉ{R RqtÜ wYM QRbtÜ MN YmS§L? yq½‰WÂ ygbÃW
xq¥m_ hùn¤¬ y¸ÃmÈW CGR wYM y¸s«WN _QM bþgL{ùLN?
4. q½‰W Fœ> öšš y¸ÃSwGdW bMN mLkù nW? drQ öššS XNÁT YwgÄL?
5. bq½‰W xgLGlÖT x¿È_ §Y y¬† êÂ êÂ CGéCÂ y¬qÇ ymFTÿ ¦œïC µlù bþglA?
6.

lwdðT yq½‰WN x¿‰RÂ xgLGlÖT xsÈ_ l¥ššL y¬sb I µl bþg{ùLN?

7.

kq½‰ Wu ERD y¸kÂwN kçn ENÁT ENdçn hùn¤¬WN bþgL{ùLN?
 &' J) A?

8.

K lwdðT ¥ÌÌM yt«yq wYM y¬sb ï¬

µl bþg{ùLN?

l. ygbÃ hùn¤¬N
1.

tmlkt

bkt¥W SNT ygbÃ ï¬ãC xlù?
y¹q_Â l¤lÖC

------------- SÍT /b»TR Skùê½R/ ------------- y¸gŸbT qbl¤ ---------

yXNSœT ---------- SÍT /b»TR Skùê½R/ ------------- y¸gŸbT qbl¤ -------2.

bkt¥W êÂ êÂ ygbÃ qÂT SNT ÂcW? --------------------- yT®cÜ qÂèC XNdçnù bþglA?

3. bgbÃ qÂT wd kt¥W y¸m«ù gbÃt®C êÂ êÂ xQÈÅãCÂ mnš ktäC/xµÆbþãC bþgl{ù?
h/ ks»N xQÈÅ y¸m«ù\

----------

----------

----------

--------

l/ kdbùB

''

''

----------

----------

-----------

--------

¼/ kMo‰Q ''

''

----------

----------

-----------

--------

----------

-----------

--------

m/ kM:‰B

''

''

----------

4. ygbÃ ï¬N btmlkt bkt¥W y¬† êÂ êÂ CGéC bþgL[ùLN\ /mFTÿãcÜ uMR/
5. bxgÖ‰ÆC xµÆbþãC y¸gßù êÂ êÂ ygbÃ ï¬ãC/ktäC XÂ ygbÃ qÂècÜ bZRZR bþglA?
6. y¹q_ gbÃW lxND gbÃ xSf§gþ yçnù ngéCN xàLaL? /lMœl¤B- m«lÃ# mdB# mUzN#
m{Ä© b¤T# wzt.../ wdðTS XnzþHN hùlù l¥à§T bþÃSfLG bqE ï¬ xl?
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7. y¹q_ gbÃW Yø¬ xmcEnT#

:k§êEnT XÂ yxgLGlÖT BÝT MN YmS§L? kHZbù B²TÂ

kt=¥¶ ygbÃ ï¬ F§gÖT xNÉR mSÍÍT y¸CL nW wY? bt=¥¶ y¸ÃSfLgù ygbÃ ï¬ãC
µlù bþgL{ùLN?

¼. ykBT gbÃ
1. bkt¥W ykBT gbÃ xl? µl mc½ tÌÌm? byT¾W ykt¥W KFL Yg¾L? Bzù kBèC
k¸m«ùbT xQÈÅ UR ytS¥¥ nWN?
2. ykBT gbÃW Yø¬ kQRbT# kxmcEnTM kAÄTM wzt. xNÉR MN YmS§L?
3. ytkllW ï¬ SÍT kkBècÜ B²T EÂ knê¶W ÞZB F§gÖT UR ytÈÈm nW?
4. ykBT gbÃW bxµÆbþW yf«rW CGR µl bþglA# /lMœl¤ lkt¥W NIÞÂ gùDlTÂ yT‰ðK
m=ÂnQ/ wzt.. lwdðT y¬sb yï¬ lW_ µlM ï¬W XÂ lþlw_ y¬sbbT MKNÃT
:gNLN?

m. yXMnT /yxML÷/ ï¬ãC
1. bkt¥ê SNT b¤tKRStEÃñCÂ mSgþìC xlù? y¸gßùbT ï¬/qbl¤ bþgL{ùLN# M:mÂnù/ÞBrtsbù
bYø¬ãcÜ §Y YS¥¥lù wY? µLtS¥Ñ lMN?
2. yxML÷ /y{lÖT/ SF‰ãcÜ Yø¬ kkt¥ê :DgT XÂ knê¶ãcÜ F§gÖT xNÉR bqE nWN? lwdðtÜ
yt«yqÜ yxML÷ /y{lÖT/ ï¬ãC µlù xµÆbþãcÜN bþgL{ùLN?
3. kxML÷ oF‰ãC UR btÃÃz mLkù y¬† wYM ytf«„ CGéC µlù bþgL{ùLN? ymFTÿ ¦œB
tBlW ytÃzù µlùM bþ«qÜÑN?
¿. ymÝBR ï¬ãC
1. bkt¥W WS_ y¸gßùT yqBR ï¬ãC Yø¬ tS¥¸ nW? kkt¥ê :DgT# lþñR k¸gÆW
ymÊT x«ÝqM# kHBrtsbù F§gÖT xNÉR bþgL{ùLN?
2. bkt¥ê tlêu wYM t=¥¶ yqBR ï¬ F§gÖT/_Ãq½ xl wY? µl byT¾W ykt¥W KLL
lþçN ¬SÆ*L? lMN?
3. yqBRN ï¬ btmlkt yqBR oF‰ yl¤lW y`Y¥ñT KFL xl? lMN?
4. yqBR ï¬N btmlkt lþµttÜ y¸gÆcW ¦úïC µlù bþgL{ùLN?

r. ykt¥W xk¬tMÂ :DgT hùn¤¬\
1. kt¥W ytörörbT zmN -------------------------------- ›.M.
2. kt¥W ynbrW Yø¬ /SÍT/ ---------------------------- kþ.».Skùê½R# xhùN ÃlW SÍT ----------------kþ.».Skùê½R#
3. kt¥ê ytörörCbT êÂ MKNÃT /›§¥/ bþglA?
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4. kt¥ê xhùN yMTgŸbT hùn¤¬ MN YmS§L? bYbL_ bMN ¥:kLnT XÃglglC nW?
/bxStÄdR# bNGD# btÜ¶ST# b`Y¥ñT# bT‰NS±RT# wzt../
5. ykt¥W ymÊT xq¥m_ MN YmS§L? yxyR NBrtÜS hùn¤¬?
6. kt¥W XytSÍÍ ÃlbT xµÆbþ xmcE nW Y§lù? lMN? XmcE µLçn byT¾W xQÈÅ bþÃDG
YmrÈL? LMN?
7. ykt¥W XÂ yxµÆbþW ymÊT xq¥m_Â yxyR NBrT bkt¥W :DgT §Y MN tAXñ
xœD…L? CGéC µlù tB‰RtW bþglAÂ mFTÿÃcWN uMR bþ«qÜÑN?
8. bkt¥W WS_ lWS_ wYM bQRbT y¸gŸ wNZ µl ywNzùN SM# ygÆR wNøcÜN SMÂ
y¸fsùbTN xQÈÅ# bkt¥W :DgT §Y ÃSktlùT CGéC /b«¤Â# bm¿rt L¥T GNÆ¬#
bmñ¶Ã xµÆbþ BKlT# gÖRF# yxfR m¹R¹R wzt.. tB‰Rè bþglALN?
9. bkt¥W ktf_é xq¥m_ UR ytÃÃzù êÂ êÂ CGéC MNDÂcW? /gÖRF# ÂÄ# wzt./
10. bkt¥W WS_ y¸ÃLfW wNZ lMN xgLGlÖT lþWL YC§L? xµÆbþWS lMN o‰ bþWL
Y«Q¥L? lMN?
11. bkt¥W WS_ SNT qbl¤ãC xlù? xk§llùS MNN m¿rT Ãdrg nW? yKLL lW_ tdRÙL
wY? mc½? lMN? lwdðTS? lMN?
12. yxgLGlÖT tÌ¥T bB²T y¸gßùbT qbl¤ yT¾W nW? lMN? lwdðTS MN ¬SÆ*L?
13.kt¥W WS_ /xµÆbþ bxB²¾W NÍS y¸nFsW kyT wÁT xQÈÅ nW?/ «êTÂ ¥¬ tBlÖ
tlYè bþglN/?
14.kt¥WÂ bxµÆbþW y¸gßù êÂ êÂ gùB¬ãC# t‰‰ãC# ÷rB¬ãCÂ »ÄãC SM b¿N«ri
bþglN?

t.qÜ

yt‰‰/÷rB¬/
»Ä SM

1

t‰‰ /U‰/

2

÷rB¬ /gùB¬/

3

»Ä

kF¬ /kÆHR «lL b§Y
b»TR

y¸ÃêSÂcW
ktäC/mNdéC

xStÃyT

xStÃyT b¸lW SR dN ylbs# yt¹r¹r# xl¬¥# wzt b¥lT yxµÆbþWN gA¬ b¥úyT
YGlNùLN?
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KFL &B&B-

¥ yW¦ xgLGlÖTN btmlkt

1. bkt¥W yNi#H m-_ W¦ xgLGlÖT SRuT h#n@¬ MN YmS§L?

ydNb®C B²T bxgLGlÖT ›YnT /2003 ./
+bl@

ymñ¶Ã

yNGD

INÇST¶

ymNG&T
tÌ¥T

%ZÆêE
DRJèC

KlÖC

DMR

bkt¥W
y¸S
T
¥dÃãC
B²T

tmzgb#
xgLGlÖT
f§g!ãC
B²T

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
DMR

2.kt¥W yNi#H m-_ W¦ t-”¸ yçnW mc& nW? ___________________________
3. lkt¥W Wh xQRïT y¸WlW W¦ kyT kyT Yg¾L?
h. _LQ g#Dg#êD
yg#Dg#êÇ SM

y¸gßbT ï¬

ytöfrbT zmN

yg#Dg#êÇ _LqT

kRs
kF¬

MDR

Wh

yMRT m-N

l. MN+
yMNŒ SM

y¸gßbT ï¬

yts‰bT zmN

yMRT m-N

Xh#N ÃlbT h#n@¬
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A¥µY
ykt¥W

yWh
Fí¬
m-N

/. wNZ
wNz# SM

yts‰bT zmN

yMRT m-N

RZmT¼bk!»¼

A& 

xh#N ÃlbT h#n@¬

4. yWh SR+T h#n@¬
h. yWh mSmR h#n@¬

ymSmR m-N

5. yW¦ MRT h#n@¬
h. ÆlûT 5 ›m¬T wR¦êE yW¦ MRT m-N MN ÃHL nbR?

)

yW¦ MRT m-N
1999

2000

2001

V ybjT ›m>T
2002

20003

/Ml@
n/s@
mSkrM
_QMT
HÄR
¬HúS
_R
yµtET
mUb!T
¸ÃZÃ
GNïT
Wn@
DMR
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6. ÆlûT 5 xm¬T yW¦ Fí¬ m-N MN ÃHL nbR?
)

yW¦ Fí¬ m-N
1999

2000

V ybjT ›m>T

2001

2002

20003

/Ml@
n/s@
mSkrM
_QMT
HÄR
¬HúS
_R
yµtET
mUb!T
¸ÃZÃ
GNïT
Wn@
DMR

7. ykt¥W yW¦ ¬¶F MN ÃHL nW?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___

8. T ')

,

8.1 ykt¥W yW¦ _‰T bMN ›YnT h#n@¬ §Y Yg¾L?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
______

8.2 W¦W kms‰=t$ bðT MN ›YnT HKMÂ YdrGl¬L?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
8.3 yW¦W _‰TS bMN ÃHL Yz@ MRm‰ YµÿDl¬L?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
9.bWh xgLGlÖT z#¶Ã Ãl# êÂ êÂ CGéC MN MN ÂcW?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
10.ykt¥WN yW¦ xgLGlÖT l¥ššL ytzUj y3¼5 ›mT ST‰t&©! µl b!gl}LN?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER THREE
3. URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
3.1. BACKGROUND

The term environment encompasses wider concepts when it is dealt in its broader sense, however, this
manual tries to cover the basic environmental issues that need to be addressed in preparation of urban
plans in general and basic plan in particular.

The objective of this chapter of the manual is to guide professionals who will be engaged in the study of
urban environment as part of preparation of basic plans for small towns. Users are not expected to take
this manual as hard and fast rule to be followed to conduct the study, rather, the professional can add or
skip over issues he/she believed should be included or omitted based on the ground reality of the study
town.

This chapter covers three phases: the first phase shows the preparatory work that will be done prior to
going to field work while the second phase outlines the data collection task by mentioning the data to be
collected, indicating possible data sources and methods of data collection. The third phase indicates
how the collected data will be analyzed and what type of recommendations will be given for addressing
environmental issues. Moreover, some questionnaires and checklists are annexed to supplement the
manual.
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3.2 PHASE ONE: PREPARATORY WORK
Purpose:

 To focus the study and do the forthcoming pertinent job efficiently and effectively

Outputs:
 Checklists;
 Questionnaires;
 Base map;
 Field equipment;
 Field work schedule; and,
 Background assessment.
Time Required: 5-7 days

Task 1: Preparation of Questionnaires and Checklists
Activity 1: Preparing a checklist
 Identify the major areas of study; and,
 Decide what should be included in the study.
Activity 2: Designing questionnaires
Activity 3: Acquire soft and hard copy of the questionnaires and checklists

Task 2: Preparation of base map
Activity 1: Selecting the scale of the map
 List down what to be mapped;
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 Identifying the scale of the map required for mapping the issues; and,
 Acquire hard and soft copy of the maps.

Task 3: Preparation of field work program
 List down the activities to be accomplished from day one to the end of the field trip within
the budgeted time of field work.

Task 4: Conducting background assessment
Activity 1: Collecting information about the general condition of the town
 Geographical location and geological setting;
 Population size;
 Current status of the town; and,
 Gathering available written documents.
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3.3 PHASE TWO: DATA COLLECTION
Purpose:
 To identify realistic solutions, with proper consideration of facts on the ground, real needs and available
resources.
Outputs:
 Filled questionnaires
 Minutes of meetings
 Notes
 Copied documents
 Maps
 Photographs
 Samples (optional)
Time Required: 6-10 days

Task 1: Identification of Data to be Collected
In this document, the main data required for conducting comprehensive study is presented; however,
they can be condensed depending on the availability of information, ground reality and the size of the
town in question.
Activity 1: Outlining the major areas of the study
The basic data required for conducting environmental study includes (See also Annexes 1 and 2):
a.

Solid waste


Type and nature of solid wastes generated;



Major composition of solid wastes;



Major sources of solid wastes;



Average per capita solid waste generation rate;



Methods of solid waste collection and transportation;



Number of solid waste storage facilities, their volume, and spatial distribution provided that
communal collection system is adopted;
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Employees engaged in solid waste management;



Private sectors and associations engaged in solid waste management;



Available equipments for solid waste management;



Parameters used for selection of solid waste disposal site (rainfall, temperature, prevailing
wind direction, humidity, sunshine hour, nature of rock and soil, groundwater level, flow
direction of ground water, topography etc);



Role of different actors (NGOs, informal sector, government);



Recycling and reusing mechanisms;



Budget allocated for solid waste management;



Inter-municipal cooperation for solid waste management; and,



Localized policy guidelines, strategies, rules and regulations related to solid waste
management.

b.

liquid Wastes:
 Availability of toilet facilities by type;
 Mechanisms of collection, transportation, disposal, recycling, and treatment of liquid waste;
 Type and number of liquid waste generating activities and establishments;
 Type and composition of liquid wastes generated from different sources;
 Number of public toilets and their spatial distribution;
 Budget allotted for liquid waste management;
 Inter-municipal cooperation on liquid waste management;
 Condition of the existing waste disposal site, if available; and,
 Parameters used for selection of liquid waste disposal site (rainfall, temperature, nature of
rock and soil, groundwater level, flow direction of ground water, etc).

c.

Air pollution (optional)
 Identify major source of indoor and outdoor air pollution
 outdoor
•
•
•

Industrial
Dust
Vehicles

 Indoor
•
•
•

Availability of kitchen facility
Type of energy source and use
Ventilation of housing
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d.

Environmental risks
 Identifying sensitive environmental issues typical to the study town
 Water pollution
 Soil pollution
 Flooding
 Land degradation
 Landslide
 Earthquake (see Figure 1 - annexed)
 Mapping areas under environmental degradation risks
 Extent of the problem
 Causes of the problem
 Affected group

e.

Urban greenery
 Coverage of urban green area
 Type of greenery
 Distribution of green area
 Availability of nursery and other facilities required for promoting greenery
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Task 2: Collecting the Required Data
The data required for conducting the study could be collected using different methodologies and
techniques. The quality of data and efficiency of data collection depends on the application of the
appropriate methodologies.
Activity 1: Gathering written documents
 Published and unpublished materials, which directly or indirectly deal with the town under
study. Moreover, materials that deal with urban development could be helpful in substantiating
assumptions pertaining to the development of the town. Such materials could be books,
journals, periodicals, newspapers, thesis, memoirs, etc.
Activity 2: Conducting Discussion, Holding Meetings with Stakeholders and Concerning Bodies,
Dispatching Questionnaires


Holding discussion with experts and officials working on environmental issues;



Holding meetings with stakeholders and concerning bodies;



Distributing the prepared questionnaires for offices and persons who are believed will give
reliable information on the environmental issues under consideration and collecting it back (see
Annex 2).

Activity 3: Observing, measuring, testing and taking pictures
 Observation, taking notes and mapping what is observed in a study town and its influence area
concerning waste management and environmental risks;
 Measuring some parameters and conducting simple field tests on the type, composition and
density of waste and degree of environmental risk;
 Collecting data by taking pictures that shows the waste management system of the study town
and areas in risk of environmental degradation.

Tips to Task 2: Sources of data
 Commonly, environmental data could be obtained from
 Ministry of Mines & Energy;
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 National Meteorological Services Agency;
 Environmental Protection Authority;
 Ministry of Water Resources;
 NGOs & Consultants;
 Field observation;
 Environment related departments of respective Municipalities;
 Regional/Zonal/Wereda level environment related Bureaus/Departments; and,
 Private sectors engaged in waste management.
Tips to Task 2: Environmental data sheet
List of existing problem

Location

Population affected

Specification (magnitude)

Causes

Pollution of ground water
List of environmental threats
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3.4 PHASE THREE: ANALYSIS and INTERPRETATION
Purpose:
 To ensure that the recommendations, proposals, strategies and projects will be formulated with
thorough knowledge of the issue.
 To respond to causes rather than symptoms, deal with the problem in context and consider
potentials, opportunities, threats and weaknesses.
Output:
 Discussion which shows current situations, trends, dynamics, opportunities, potentials, threats,
strengths, weaknesses with respect to the issues under study.
Time Required: 15-20 days

Task 1: Organizing the Data
After the data have been collected, they have to be organized in such a way that they will be
systematically exploited and analyzed.
Activity 1: Compilation, aggregation and reconciliation of data obtained from different sources
 Compiling the data on the basis of topics to be discussed concerning environment;
 Aggregate similar and related data;
 Reconcile data obtained from different sources (field observation, questionnaire, discussion,
etc) on the same issue/topic.
 Verifying reliability, consistency and authenticity of data

Task 2: Analyzing the Data
Activity 1: Analyze situations, trends and dynamics
 Describe the current situation of waste management
 Type of waste being generated by analyzing the data obtained from
•

Visual observation of the waste;

•

Simple field tests;

•

Distribute questionnaires; and

•

Laboratory analysis (for detailed projects).
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 Ways of waste collection
 Ways of waste transportation
•

Vehicle, animal, human, etc

•

Their quality, capacity, efficiency, etc.

 Ways of waste disposal
 Analyze what waste management trends and dynamism do exist in the town across time
horizon.
 Developing tabular and graphic representation of environmental data.
 Compare the situations and trends in local area with national and international trend and
standards pertaining to waste management and environmental risk (if any).
Activity 2: Analyze gaps, degree of the problem, causes and impact
 Analyze what gap really exist as the current situation is compared with the demand and/or
standard of the service
 Estimate how much waste is being and will be generated in the town
•

Estimation could be made by taking average per capita generation rate

 Estimate and/or calculate how much waste is being collected and disposed
 Show the gap between the amount being generated and collected
 Indicate at what level the threats/risks are and how they are affecting the people
 Example- water pollution
•

Indicate the chemistry of polluted water (if data is available) and indicate how the
content goes beyond the standard

•

If data is not available, describe the effects caused by pollution of water

 Identify the causes of each environmental problems in the town
 Indicate the level of the environmental resources
 Coverage of forest and green area, water body, etc and their environmental value
•

Per capita coverage of green area

•

Green area gap or requirement with respect to the standard
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Tips to Task 2: Methods of solid waste collection
i. Communal collection:-a system of collection in which individuals bring their waste directly to a
central point from which it is collected. Householders discharge their wastes at predetermined
locations containing some form of communal storage facilities and refuse collection vehicles visit
these sites at frequent intervals e.g. once or twice a week.
ii. Block collection:- a refuse collection vehicle travels at predetermined route at prescribed intervals
usually every two or three days and stops at selected location, where a bell is sounded and house
holders discharge their waste.
iii. Curbside collection:-is a collection of compostable, recyclable, or trash at the edge of a
sidewalk in front of a residence or shop. The collection vehicle collects bins, bags and other
containers of refuse which are deposited at the curbside at fixed intervals usually two specific
days in a week, when collection takes place.
IV Door-to-door collection:- the collection crew enters each premise, takes out the container and
sets it back after emptying the waste in to collection vehicle

Tip to Task 2: Methods of solid waste disposal
1. Sanitary landfill: - an engineered method of disposing of solid wastes on land in a manner that
protects human health and environment.
- It is more appropriate in large urban centers of Ethiopia where significant amount
of solid wastes may be generated within a day.
2. Open dump: - an unplanned “Landfill” that incorporates few of the characteristics of a controlled
landfill. There is typically no leachate control, no access control, no cover, no management, and
there is involvement of many waste pickers. It should be noted that some of the factors applied to
sanitary landfill could be considered in open dump sites that are used in small towns of the country.
3. Incineration: - the process of burning solid waste under controlled conditions, to reduce its weight
and volume and often to produce energy. From cost point of view energy requirement, skilled
personnel, etc, the use of incinerators seems impractical in the towns/ cities of Ethiopia in the
foreseeable future.
4. Other techniques include the “five Rs” these are Reduce, Reuse, Recover, Recycle, and treat and
dispose of Residue.
N.B. An urban center could select and use any of these methods that suit it depending up on its
capacity, resource, etc.
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Task 3: Interpretation of Analytical Outputs
Activity 1:Explaining what the analytical figures represent and mean with respect to
standards (if there are any)
Activity 2: Conducting SWOT analysis for environmental issues
Activity 3: Select the criteria needed for selection of the intended waste disposal type
Activity 4: Select the site ( if needed)
Activity 5: Draw conclusions
 Present the problems and resources with map (if it is manageable)
Activity 6: Recommendations
 Indicate what to be made to minimize and/or control environmental problems;
 Indicate ways for utilizing environmental resources; and,
 Indicate ways for creating livable environment in the town.

Tips to Task 3: Activities 3 and 4
Factors to be considered in sanitary landfill site selection should among others include the following:
i.

It should be located at economic travel distance for vehicles (30 minutes travel distance);

ii.

It should be located less than 2 kms from a suitable main road;

iii.

It should be accessible by a paved road;

iv. It should be located opposite to the main prevailing wind direction;
v.

It should not be located on high or seasonally high water table lands (i.e. swampy and marshy areas);

vi. It should not be located on flood plain or areas exposed to flooding;
vii.

It should not be located on ground water recharge and surface water catchments areas for water supply
schemes; and,

viii. It should be located at least 5 kms away from an airport/runway in the direction of approach and take-off.
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Annexes
Annex 1: ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (URBAN LEVEL)
Relationship between the urban land use and
environment

 Key Sources:
 Regional

 Relationship between land use and transportation;

Economic

 Relationship between land use (existing and future) and

Bureaus;

environmental protection;
 Identify different land features and natural factors, and indicate
their merits and demerits for urban development;
 Identifying future expansion/development area;
 Identify activities and services that could threaten the
environment; and,
 Identify natural and man made constraints that guide (affect)
different land use types.

Planning Implications

Finance

and

Development

 To recommend appropriate types of land uses;
 To recommend appropriate housing and population densities;
 To indicate appropriate zoning that ban urban development

 Field survey;

in specific areas of the city such as greenbelts and green

 NGOs & Consultants;

ways, and open spaces;

 Field

observation

and

 To protect fragile lands/ecologically sensitive areas;
 To indicate impacts of squatter settlements on the

measurement;
 Atlases;

environment;

 Professional associations;

 To encourage improved land management urban areas; &,

 EPA and Regional or local

 To encourage coordination among various concerned bodies

environmental related offices;

for issues that transcends the study area.

 Regional Mines, Energy and
Water Resources Bureaus; &
 Municipality.

 Methods:
 Reviewing

of

existing

documents & maps;

 Direct observation;
 Mapping and transects;
 Informal or guided interviews,
Questionnaire, etc.
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Development and Management of Urban Green Area and  Sources:
Open Spaces
 Institute of Biodiversity;
 Identify the location, size, type, character, ownership and
management of open spaces/green areas;

To indicate appropriate green areas/open spaces in the
proposed land use plan;

 To locate appropriate urban green areas/open spaces to

 FUPCoB/EMA

create comfortable living environment;

 EPA;

 Assess the accessibility and centrality of parks;

 NGOs & Consultants;

 To enhance citizens’ participation and enforce legislative and

 Current status and use of green areas/open spaces; and,

 Field observation; etc.

planning aspects in management and maintenance of open

 Cultural and aesthetic aspects.

space and urban green development; and,

 Method:
 Reviewing

of

existing

documents & maps;

 Respect cultural and aesthetical aspects when developing
open space and urban green areas.

 Direct observation;
 Mapping and transects;
 Informal or guided interviews;
 Questionnaire; and,

 Compiling of field observation.
Industrial development and the urban environment
* Type of industry
 Compatibility with adjacent land uses and vulnerable natural
resources;

 Sources:

Planning Implication

 Ministry of Mines & Energy;

 To assist in the selection of Industrial sites/ zones;

 National

 To examine the degree of industrial pollution and waste; &

Meteorological

Services Agency;
 EPA;

 Factors for the siting of industries;

 Ministry of Industrial and Trade;

 Waste management system of respective industries;

 Ministry of Water Resources;

 Type, nature and amount or volume of raw materials used; &

 Ministry of Rural & Agricultural

 Other major environmental and socio-economic impacts
associated with industrial development; etc.

 To suggest sustainable industrial development.

Development;
 Geological Survey of Ethiopia;
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 NGOs & consultants;
 Field

observation

and

measurement;
 Professional associations; etc.
 FUPCoB/EMA

 Methods:
 Reviewing

of

existing

documents & maps;
 Mapping and transects;
 Informal or guided interviews
 Focused group discussion;
 Questionnaire; and,
 Compiling field observation.

Waste management
Solid waste:
 Types and nature of solid wastes generated;
 Major sources of solid wastes;

 Sources:

Planning Implication

 Ministry of Mines & Energy;
 National

Meteorological

Services Agency;

 To conserve ecologically sensitive areas from being
contaminated

by

waste

through

appropriate

waste

management system;

 Average per capita solid waste generation rate;

 EPA;

 Methods of solid waste collection and transportation;

 Ministry of Water Resources;

sites and their impacts on health, aesthetics, and environment

 Number of solid waste storage facilities, their volume, and

 NGOs & Consultants;

& propose solutions;

spatial distribution provided that communal collection system

 Field observation;

is adopted;

 Professional associations; etc.

 To Identify poor sanitation areas, improper waste disposal

 To determine amount of solid waste generated and propose
appropriate storage, collection, transportation and disposal
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